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Preface

The present thesis is an overview of the research results obtained during my PhD studies and it is submitted in candidacy for the PhD degree from the Technical University of Denmark. The project is entitled “Design of heterogeneous catalysts”. Three selected reactions have been investigated in detail during the studies, namely the methanation reaction, the Fischer-Tropsch process, and the ammonia-based selective catalytic reduction (SCR). These reactions will be described in three separate parts. Each part will give an introduction to the subject, explain the aim of my work, describe the experiments, the results, and present the conclusions.

During my PhD studies a number of side projects have been running, which should be mentioned to complete the picture of the work. I have supervised two master students working within the field of NH₃-SCR and one master student working with preparation of perovskite materials for use in solid oxide fuel cells. The fuel cell project has involved coordination chemistry, ball-milling, and flame spray pyrolysis. I have also supervised a group of bachelor students working on a project with ruthenium compounds as Fischer-Tropsch catalysts. Together with another PhD student, I have been working on a research project involving direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide. Furthermore, I have taken part in building a methanation test set-up and been slightly involved in the building of a new SCR test set-up. However, focus in my thesis is on the three selected reactions mentioned above.

The work has mainly taken place at the Center for Sustainable and Green Chemistry (CSG) at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) from November 2005 to November 2008 under supervision of Professor Claus Hviid Christensen. In the period from July 2008 to November 2008 Docent Rasmus Fehrmann took over the formal responsibility as supervisor. The work regarding the methanation and the NH₃-SCR has been carried out at DTU. The work in CSG has been interrupted for a period of one semester in the autumn 2007, where I visited Professor Krijn de Jong and his research group at Utrecht University, The Netherlands and worked with the Fischer-Tropsch reaction.

The PhD project was funded by the Danish National Research Foundation.
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Abstract

The title of my PhD thesis is “Design of Heterogeneous Catalysts”. Three reactions have been investigated: the methanation reaction, the Fischer-Tropsch reaction, and the NH₃-based selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NO.

The experimental work performed in connection with the methanation reaction was inspired by a computational screening, suggesting that alloys such as Ni-Fe, Co-Ni, and Co-Fe should show superior activity to the industrially used nickel catalyst. Especially the Ni-Fe system was considered to be interesting, since such alloy catalysts should be both more active and cheaper than the Ni catalyst. The results from the screening were experimentally verified for CO hydrogenation, CO₂ hydrogenation, and simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation by bimetallic Ni-Fe catalysts. These catalysts were found to be highly active and selective. The Co-Ni and Co-Fe systems were investigated for CO hydrogenation. For both systems a maximum in catalytic activity was found for some of the bimetallic catalysts being superior to the monometallic catalysts. This resulted in volcano curves for all investigated systems.

In the Fischer-Tropsch reaction promotion of cobalt catalysts with manganese was studied. Previously it has been shown that calcination of cobalt catalyst in a NO/He mixture resulted in improved catalytic activity compared to standard air calcined samples, since more homogenous cobalt particles with a narrow particle size distribution were formed. Unfortunately the C₅⁺ selectivity decreased. Since Mn is known to improve C₅⁺ selectivity the addition of this promoter, combined with NO calcination, was studied. The influence of parameters such as Co:Mn ratio, drying conditions, and reduction temperatures on the catalytic performance were investigated. The promotion strategy turned out to work well, and the best catalyst prepared had a C₅⁺ yield almost a factor of two higher than a standard air calcined Co catalyst.

In the NH₃-SCR reaction it is desirable to develop an active and stable catalyst for NOx removal in automotive applications, since the traditionally used vanadium-based catalyst pose an environmental risk. The focus was put on iron-containing zeolite catalysts, since these recently have shown great potential as catalysts for the process. A number of different zeolites were compared. BEA was found to be the most active, thus focus was put on this material. Different preparation techniques were studied for conventional BEA zeolites with various iron content. These materials turned out to be very interesting, exhibiting high catalytic activity; in some cases they were even more active than the conventional vanadium-based catalyst.
Dansk resumé

Titlen for min ph.d. afhandling er “Design af heterogene katalysatorer”. Tre reaktioner er blevet undersøgt: methanisering, Fischer-Tropsch-reaktionen og den NH₃-baserede selektive katalytiske reduktion (NH₃-SCR) af NO.


I forbindelse med Fischer-Tropsch reaktionen blev Mn undersøgt som promotor af Co-katalysatorer. Det er tidligere vist, at kalcinering af en Co katalysator med NO/He resulterer i højere katalytisk aktivitet end ved kalcinering i luft, da mere homogene Co-partikler med en snævrere partikelstørrelsesfordeling opnås. Desværre mindskes C₅⁺-selektiviteten samtidig. Da Mn er kendt for at øge C₅⁺-selektiviteten, blev effekten af at have denne promotor tilstede undersøgt, samtidig med at prøven blev kalcineret i NO/He. Betydningen af parametre som Co:Mn forholdet, tørringsprocedurer og reduktionstemperatur for den katalytiske aktivitet blev kortlagt. Strategien med Mn virkede som ønsket, og den bedste af de fremstillede katalysator havde et næsten dobbelt så højt C₅⁺-udbytte, som en luftkalcineret Co-katalysator.
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1 General introduction

1.1 Outline
A short introduction to catalysis and the influence of catalysis on the world of today will be given in this chapter. The reactions investigated in this PhD project and their impact on today’s society will be discussed and an outline for the scientific work presented in this thesis will be sketched.

1.2 Catalysis
The discovery of catalysis is almost 200 years old, and dates back to the Swedish scientist Jöns Jakob Berzelius who in 1835 rationalized previous work done by a number of researchers such as Faraday and Döbereiner\(^1\). Berzelius found that a number of reactions only took place if a certain substance, a catalyst, was present to initialize the process. However, catalysis has been used for thousands of years e.g. in the production of ethanol using yeast long before the concept of catalysis was discovered and rationalized.

A catalyst can be described simply as a substance that increases the reaction rate without being consumed. A more precise definition of a catalyst and catalysis is given by IUPAC\(^2\) as ‘A substance that increases the rate of a reaction without modifying the overall standard Gibbs energy change in the reaction; the process is called catalysis’.

Catalysis is often subdivided in groups such as heterogeneous, homogeneous, and biocatalysis\(^3\). The present work is focused on heterogeneous catalysis, which is characterized by the catalyst, reactants, and products forming at least two phases. In the cases investigated here the reactions are gas-phase reactions and solid catalysts are used.

Many different kinds of materials can be used as catalysts. As examples, the different catalyst materials which have been studied in this thesis can be mentioned: monometallic catalysts, promoted metal catalysts, and bimetallic alloy systems on oxide supports as well as metal-containing zeolite catalysts. However, a wide range of other materials can also be used\(^3\).

1.3 The importance of catalytic reactions
The influence of catalysis on today’s society is enormous, since catalysts are applied in efficient and clean production routes within many different areas. Some of the areas where
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catalysis plays a key role are food production, energy production, petroleum industry, the production of chemicals and pharmaceuticals, and environmental protection\(^4\).

Most chemical products are produced using catalysis and approximately 90% of today’s chemical processes rely on catalysis\(^5\). Some of the largest processes, which are based on heterogeneous catalysis, are: cracking and hydrotreating of crude oil, gasoline production from naphta, alkylations, polymerizations, production of vinyl chloride and acrylo nitrile, epoxidation of ethylene, steam reforming of methane, water-gas shift reaction, methanation, production of ammonia, ammonia oxidation and production of sulfuric acid\(^6\). Many of these processes lead to the fuels, polymers, and some of the inorganic- and organic products which are produced in the largest amounts in the world today. Catalysis plays a huge role in many other processes as well, so the examples listed above are just to give an idea about the importance of the concept. It should be mentioned that heterogeneous catalysts are the most abundant used type of catalyst for industrial applications. In some cases the catalyst is necessary for the reaction to take place; in other cases it increases the effectiveness of the process. Such an increase in effectiveness of an industrial process is in most cases beneficial for the environment, since it reduces waste products, utilizes the reactants more efficiently, uses lower temperatures and therefore less energy, etc\(^7\). However, catalysis can also be used as a direct mean to protect the environment and lower the pollution of many harmful compounds. A classical example is the three-way catalysts, where NO, CO, and hydrocarbons are removed in the exhaust of gasoline driven cars\(^8\). Since legislation is used more and more to lower the amounts of dangerous compounds released to the surroundings, catalysts are expected continuously to play an important role within the field of environmental protection.

The impact catalysis has on the society is also seen economically: It is estimated that 35% of the global gross domestic product (GDP) originates from catalytic processes\(^4\). In U.S. the gross national product (GNP) of fuels and chemicals derived and produced using catalysis is estimated to be 17%\(^4\) and on average in the industrial world the number is in the same range.

1.4 Selected reactions

Due to the tremendous number of catalytic reactions and the corresponding heterogeneous catalyst systems it is impossible to cover the area fully in a PhD study. Thus, in this work three highly important heterogeneous catalytic reactions have been chosen as case studies. The thesis consists of three separate and independent parts, treating each of these reactions.
In Part I the methanation reaction is described. The methanation reaction is highly important as a purification technique in processes such as ammonia production, where the hydrogen must be free of CO and CO₂ in order not to poison the catalyst used for the ammonia synthesis. A short introduction to the reaction will be given, followed by a description of a computational screening leading to new suggestions for attractive catalysts. In the following chapters the experimental work carried out in this study will be described in detail. The purpose of the work was to verify the results from the computational screening experimentally. The bimetallic Ni-Fe system has therefore been investigated for CO, CO₂, and simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation. Furthermore, Co-Fe and Co-Ni catalysts have been studied for CO hydrogenation.

In Part II a study regarding the Fischer-Tropsch process is presented. The Fischer-Tropsch reaction is very interesting, since it is a way to produce synthetic liquid fuels from natural gas, coal or biomass. This makes it possible to supply the world with transportation fuels for a long period of time. A short presentation of the reaction and the historical background will be given along with the background for the experimental study, using a special calcination method based on nitric oxide in order to obtain small particles with a narrow particle size distribution. In the following chapter experimental work regarding manganese promotion of cobalt catalysts in combination with an NO calcination method is described. The catalytic properties of such materials are compared with a traditional air calcined cobalt catalyst.

In Part III the ammonia-based selective catalytic reduction, NH₃-SCR, is studied. This reaction is important in automotives as well as for stationary applications where NOₓ needs to be removed in order to protect the environment. Stricter legislation, for the allowed NOₓ concentration in exhaust, demands development of improved catalysts for this reaction. In the first chapter in this section the challenges in automotive SCR will be discussed along with a suggestion for a solution to some of these challenges. In the following chapter the experimental work regarding zeolite catalysts, especially iron-containing BEA, will be discussed.
Design of heterogeneous catalysts
Part I
Methanation
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2 Introduction to methanation

2.1 History
The methanation reaction was discovered more than a century ago, in 1902, by Paul Sabatier and Jean-Baptiste Senderens. The methanation reaction is the catalytic reaction where carbon monoxide reacts with hydrogen to form methane and water as described by the reaction scheme:

\[ \text{CO} + 3\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \]

The exothermic reaction has a standard formation enthalpy of -207 kJ/mol while the standard Gibbs energy for the reaction is -142 kJ/mol. The traditional catalyst used for industrial applications is based on nickel on alumina. Despite the fact that the reaction has been well known for more than 100 years, and furthermore is a classical, well-studied reaction in heterogeneous catalysis, new discoveries and improvements can still be made, as it will be shown in the following.

2.2 Methanation as a purification technique
In order to understand the importance of methanation it is necessary to look a bit into its applications. The reaction is mainly used as a method for purification of gas. It is highly important in several reactions to purify e.g. hydrogen before use. The most important example is the ammonia production, where even small amounts of CO will poison the ammonia catalyst. Ammonia is normally produced by the Haber-Bosch process, where nitrogen and hydrogen reacts over a catalyst to form ammonia. Ammonia is one of the chemicals in the world produced in highest quantity. Approximately 80 % of the produced ammonia is used
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for fertilizing agricultural crops. Other utilizations are explosives, plastics, fibers, pharmaceuticals, and dyes.

In Figure 2.2 a sketch of an ammonia plant is shown. A large part of the CO present in the gas can be oxidized to CO₂ in the so-called water-gas shift reaction:

\[ \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \]

The main part of the CO₂ formed this way can be removed by a couple of different procedures based on adsorption using e.g. potassium carbonate or 2-aminoethanol as adsorption media. However, small amounts of CO and CO₂ are left after such procedures.

Figure 2.2 Sketch of an ammonia plant. In the front-end reforming and purification of the gases takes place. The methanator is indicated with a green box. The ammonia synthesis takes place in the loop.

The place where the methanation reaction takes place, the methanator, is marked with a green box in the figure. The methanation is the last step in the front-end of the system, just after the CO₂ removal and before the loop where ammonia is formed. In the ammonia production it is not sufficient that the CO is hydrogenated in the methanator - the traces of CO₂ need to be removed as well. Using a nickel catalyst in the methanator solves this problem by hydrogenating CO₂ along with the CO. CO₂ can in principle be hydrogenated by two different routes, either directly:

\[ \text{CO}_2 + 4\text{H}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \]

or alternative by hydrogenation of CO after the reverse water gas shift reaction has taken place:
CO₂ + H₂ → CO + H₂O

The reverse water gas shift reaction has previously been shown to be the main route\textsuperscript{14}.

To get an impression of the effectiveness of a nickel catalyst in the methanator, the gas composition before and after the step must be examined. A typical composition in the inlet gas to the methanator in an ammonia plant is given by\textsuperscript{13,15}:

\[
\text{H₂} = 74.6\%, \text{CO} = 0.4\%, \text{CO}_2 = 0.1\%, \text{CH}_4 = 0.3\%, \text{N}_2 = 24.6\%.
\]

After the methanation, using a nickel catalyst, the exit gas composition is changed to:

\[
\text{H₂} = 74.3\%, \text{CO} = 1\text{-}2\text{ppm}, \text{CO}_2 = 3\text{ppm}, \text{CH}_4 = 0.8\%, \text{N}_2 = 24.7\%.
\]

Thus, the demands to a new developed catalyst are, that it is capable of hydrogenating both CO and CO₂ and thereby reduce the levels of these contaminants to a few ppm\textsuperscript{16}.

Other places, such as in plants where caprolactam is produced, the effectiveness of the purification is even more critical, and the methanation reaction is applied since it can lower the level to less than a few ppm\textsuperscript{11}. In general the reaction can find application all places where purification of hydrogen is needed in refineries and hydrogen plants. The reaction might also find application in connection with fuel cells in the future, since the hydrogen used for these cells need to be pure as well\textsuperscript{17}. The above mentioned examples show that the methanation reaction is highly important in the industry for gas purification.

\section*{2.3 Substitute natural gas}

Not only has methanation attracted interest as a way of purification, it has also gained interest as a reaction in itself where methane is formed – in the 1970’s the interest began, because of a period with insufficient natural gas supplying\textsuperscript{18,19}. Using the reaction it is possible to produce substitute natural gas (SNG) from naphtha and coal or alternatively bio-mass\textsuperscript{20}. The idea behind is derived from the fact, that there are large reserves of coals, meaning that this can be used as an energy source for hundreds of years still. The coal can be gasified, by heating it in water vapor:

\[
\text{C} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2
\]

The H₂/CO ratio can be increased due to the water-gas-shift reaction:

\[
\text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2
\]

At high temperatures the coal can react with CO₂, so the concentration of CO₂ is decreased:

\[
\text{C} + \text{CO}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{CO}
\]
This means that syn-gas can be obtained from coal, and a methanation catalyst can then convert this gas mixture to methane. This process may receive even more attention in the future.
3 Catalyst development

3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in chapter 2 the industrially applied catalyst is based on nickel on alumina. It has been found that both cobalt and ruthenium on a support material act as more active catalysts than nickel\textsuperscript{21}, \textsuperscript{22}, \textsuperscript{23}, \textsuperscript{24}, \textsuperscript{25}, \textsuperscript{26}, but due to the price of these materials they are rarely used. The methanation reaction is well described experimentally as well as theoretically\textsuperscript{27}, \textsuperscript{28}, \textsuperscript{29}, \textsuperscript{30}, \textsuperscript{31}, \textsuperscript{32}, \textsuperscript{33}, \textsuperscript{34} and a lot of effort has been put into developing new and better catalyst systems\textsuperscript{35}. Recently an impressive experimental high-throughput screening\textsuperscript{14} was performed to identify new catalyst leads. In this screening a number of metals on zirconia and ceria were tested for CO and CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation in order to discover new and improved catalysts. In this section a theoretical approach to find new catalysts using density functional theory (DFT) calculations will be described.

3.2 Finding a descriptor
An important factor when trying to find good catalysts is to use the principle of Sabatier. This principle states that the intermediates formed on the surface of the catalyst need to be stable enough to be formed, but on the other hand not more stable than they can react to form the products\textsuperscript{28}. This means that the surface properties are very important for the catalyst performance. Theoretical work investigating the methanation reaction has suggested that the activity of this reaction is dependent on two important properties both concerning the surface of the catalyst\textsuperscript{28}, \textsuperscript{33}. These two factors are respectively the CO dissociation barrier and the stability of the main intermediates which are formed on the surface, namely atomic C and O. The CO dissociation can be described by the following reaction scheme:

\[
CO + 2* \rightarrow C* + O*
\]

where * denotes the active sites on the catalyst.

DFT calculations of these two parameters for different metal surfaces have shown that there is a linear Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) correlation between the activation energy for CO dissociation and the adsorbed CO dissociation energy\textsuperscript{34} as shown in Figure 3.1. This linear correlation can be explained by the C-O bond being so extended in the transitions state under the dissociation that it is very close to the final state. That means that the bonding properties of the transition state vary like the adsorbed atomic C and O.
A linear correlation is observed between the activation energy $E_a$ of CO dissociation and the adsorbed CO dissociation energy $E_{diss}$ for different metals, meaning that a Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relation exist between the parameters$^{34}$.

Based on the established BEP relation it is meaningful to use the dissociation energy of CO, $E_{diss}$, as a descriptor for the reactivity in the methanation reaction.

### 3.3 Volcano plot

Within the area of catalysis it is well known that it is often possible to correlate the catalytic activity with some kind of physical parameter to obtain a volcano plot$^{28}$. Vulcano plots can be obtained for numerous reactions, such as the ammonia synthesis$^{24, 36}$, and in many different forms dependent on which parameters that have been chosen for the investigation.

The first time a volcano plot was made for the methanation reaction, the activity was plotted versus the heat of CO adsorption for a series of transition metals$^{9}$. However, when a BEP relation is observed it is normal that a volcano plot can be obtained by plotting the catalytic activity versus the descriptor. For the methanation it means to plot the activity versus the CO dissociation energy. The volcano plot obtained this way is shown in Figure 3.2 where the experimentally measured activity is plotted for a series of elemental metal catalysts as a function of the dissociation energy on the most active sites of the metals$^{34}$. 

![Volcano Plot](image)
Figure 3.2 A volcano curve is found when plotting the activity in CO hydrogenation of different metals versus the dissociative CO adsorption energy$^{28}$.

For the elements on the left leg of the volcano plot, e.g. Fe, the desorption (removal of C and O from the surface to form products) is the rate determining step. The adsorption is strong for these elements. For the elements on the right leg, such as Ni, the dissociation of CO is the rate determining step (weak adsorption). At the top of the volcano optimal conditions for both desorption and adsorption are found. From the plot it is clear that cobalt and ruthenium are very active catalysts, since they are both located close to the optimum (top point) of the volcano. Furthermore it can be seen that the optimal value of the CO dissociation energy is close to 0.06 eV. A simple intuitive approach to find an optimized catalyst is to take one element from the left leg and combine it with one element from the right leg of the volcano. This way it could in theory be possible to obtain a bimetallic catalyst which has an overall better activity than the two monometallic catalysts. It has previously been shown by calculations, that the adsorption energy of such a mixed site, to a first order approximation, is a simple interpolation between the dissociation energy of the individual components$^{34, 37}$. This approach has previously been used to discover bimetallic catalysts for e.g. the ammonia synthesis reaction$^{38, 39}$. In order for the interpolation to work well, it is important that the two metals are in a close proximity at the surface$^{40}$. 
3.4 Pareto plot

Recently a computational screening based on DFT calculations was performed for the methanation system using a quantitative approach to find new catalysts. The results are shown in Figure 3.3 in a so-called Pareto plot\textsuperscript{34}.

![Figure 3.3 A Pareto plot\textsuperscript{34}: The cost of 117 different metals and alloys are plotted versus the catalytic activity expressed as the difference in dissociation energy for the catalytic material and the optimal dissociation energy (the optimum on the volcano plot). The green circle indicates the catalysts investigated experimentally in this thesis.](image)

The method leading to such a plot was developed by the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto\textsuperscript{41}, and is often used within economy to show multifunctional optimizations. For the methanation reaction two parameters are optimized: the cost of the catalyst and the catalytic activity in the methanation reaction.

In Figure 3.3 the constitute cost and the interpolated descriptor for the methanation activity, $E_{\text{diss}}$, is shown for 117 different catalytic materials. The dissociation energy is expressed as the difference between the dissociation energy of the metal/alloy investigated and the optimum found based on the volcano plot (Figure 3.2), meaning that

$$\Delta E_{\text{diss}}(M) = |E_{\text{diss}}(M) - E_{\text{diss}}(\text{optimal})|,$$

was calculated. This means that the closer to zero $\Delta E_{\text{diss}}$ is, the better the catalyst. In the Pareto plot the electronic structure calculations on the metals were carried out using DFT calculations\textsuperscript{42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47} on stepped metal surfaces, which are described in details.
elsewhere. All the values for the alloys in the Pareto plot were obtained by a linear interpolation of the energies according to the concentration of the constituent elements. In the study catalysts with the composition $A_xB_{1-x}$, $x = 0; 0.25; 0.50; 0.75; 1$, where $A, B = \text{Ni, Pd, Pt, Co, Rh, Ir, Fe, Ru, and Re}$, were investigated. Several things can be noted from the Pareto plot. If a highly active catalyst is needed and price is no concern, then catalytic materials such as ruthenium and cobalt are indeed very catalytically active, and therefore a good choice. If on the other hand price is the main concern, materials such as iron are very cheap, though significantly less active than the most active metals. The industrial used nickel catalyst lies somewhere in-between these two extremes, and with respect to that it is a compromise facilitating reasonable activity at a reasonable price.

Another thing in the plot, which is worthwhile to draw the attention to, is the curve, indicating what is called the Pareto-set. The catalysts on this curve are the most optimal catalysts of those investigated, regarding both parameters. This means that it is non-dominated in the sense that it is impossible to choose another solution set which improves one parameter without making the other property worse. It is seen that this Pareto-set forms a so-called “knee” for Ni-Fe alloys making the neighboring materials in the plot considerable worse with respect to one of the parameters. The green circle in the Pareto plot indicates these nickel-iron alloys along with two other potential interesting alloy systems with high activities and reasonable prices namely the cobalt-iron and cobalt-nickel alloys. The most important conclusion from the computational screening is that nickel-iron alloys are found to be both cheaper and more catalytically active for the methanation reaction than the monometallic nickel catalyst. In fact one of the alloys, Ni:Fe=3:1 should even have activities close to those of cobalt and ruthenium. This confirms that the simple qualitative approach mentioned above by combining one element from the left leg (iron) with an element from the right leg (nickel) of the volcano plot can give suggestions for good bimetallic catalysts.

### 3.5 Other catalytic applications for the alloy systems

In order to put the results from the computational screening in perspective, it can be noted that the three bimetallic systems, Ni-Fe, Co-Ni, and Co-Fe, marked in the green circle in the Pareto plot, previously have been found experimentally to show higher catalytic activity for the Fischer-Tropsch process than the corresponding monometallic catalysts. However, in
that case the promotion of the cobalt catalyst with iron is known to change the product distribution towards small olefins, C$_2$-C$_4$. Moreover, in connection with these studies it was found that the bimetallic systems often have completely different CO and hydrogen adsorption properties. It has also been reported that the reduction of the bimetallic Ni-Fe and Co-Fe catalysts, takes place at significantly lower temperatures than for the pure metals. Nickel-iron alloys are also known to have good catalytic properties for partial oxidation of methane to syn-gas, and the alloys have been tested for other hydrogenation reactions with carbon-containing compounds, such as benzene hydrogenation and CO$_2$ hydrogenation with varying success. Despite these previous investigations of the Ni-Fe alloy system for other catalytic reactions, its activity toward the methanation reaction has not been discovered prior to the recent computational screening.
4 CO hydrogenation using Ni-Fe catalysts

4.1 Introduction
Based on the computational screening a preliminary series of experiments have been performed to experimentally verify that Ni-Fe alloys show higher catalytic activity than a monometallic nickel catalyst. In this chapter a more detailed study of the Ni-Fe system will be given. Parameters investigated for the CO hydrogenation are the iron-nickel ratio, the influence of the total metal loading, the temperature, and the support material.

4.2 Catalyst preparation
Series of catalysts on two different support materials were prepared, namely on spinel, MgAl₂O₄, and alumina, Al₂O₃, with surface areas of respectively 70 m²/g and 194 m²/g. Prior to use, the support material was fractionized to obtain a 250-500 μm particle size and dried at 200 °C for 5 h. The pore volume was determined by impregnation with water to be respectively 0.7 ml/g and 0.6 ml/g. Ni, Fe, and Ni-Fe alloy catalysts were prepared with incipient wetness impregnation with aqueous solutions of nickel(II) nitrate and/or iron(III) nitrate. Catalysts with different total metal loading ranging from 2.5-30 wt% were prepared and the main focus was put on catalysts with the following compositions: Ni, Ni:Fe=3:1, Ni:Fe=1:1, Ni:Fe=1:3, and Fe. After the impregnation the materials were allowed to stand in a closed system for 4 h in order for the solution to homogenously fill the pores of the support. The catalysts were then dried at room temperature for 12 h, followed by heating them at 120 °C for 1 h. For the catalysts with high metal loadings repetitive impregnations were performed. Finally the catalysts were calcined in air at 450 °C for 4 h after heating with a ramp of 2.5 °C/min. After the calcination the catalysts were cooled to room temperature.

4.3 Activity tests
A typical catalytic activity test was performed by placing 150 mg of catalyst in a quartz U-tube plug flow reactor between two layers of quartz wool. The catalyst was reduced in-situ prior to the activity test. The reduction took place by heating the catalyst for 4 h at 500 °C in a flow (100 ml/min) of 2 % CO in H₂ at atmospheric pressure. After the reduction the temperature was lowered to the reaction temperature, typically between 200 and 300 °C, at a pressure of 1 bar, in the same gas composition and with the same space velocity as during the
reduction. At each temperature tested, the conversion and selectivity was monitored for at least 1 h to insure stable catalyst performance. All temperatures were measured using an internal thermocouple.

Figure 4.1 Nickel, iron, cobalt, and bimetallic catalysts before calcination are shown standing around one calcined sample (left). One of the three activity test set-up used for the methanation experiments in this study (right).

The exit gas was analyzed using a Shimadzu Gas Chromatograph (GC) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and a flame ionization detector (FID). To calculate the conversions of the catalysts the CO concentration was monitored at room temperature where the catalyst was inactive and no conversion took place.

4.4 Characterization
The catalysts were characterized using elemental analysis, N₂ physisorption measurements, XRD, and TEM.

4.4.1 Elemental analysis
The elemental analyses were performed using atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). Solutions of the samples were made by dissolving a known amount of catalyst in concentrated HNO₃ and diluting this with water in order to obtain metal concentrations of 1-7 mg/l. Standard solutions of nickel and iron in weakly acidic aqueous solutions were used for calibration. The AAS analyses were performed on a Perkin Elmer Analyst 100 atomic adsorption spectrophotometer.

4.4.2 XRD
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected by a Philips powder diffractometer with Ni-filtered Cu-Kα radiation. The scans were performed in the region of 2θ = 20-70°.
Prior to the measurements all samples were reduced *ex-situ* in a flow of 50 ml/min hydrogen at 500 °C for 2 h.

4.4.3 *N₂*-physisorption

*N₂*-physisorption measurements were performed on a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 analyzer. All measurements were carried out at liquid nitrogen temperature after the samples were evacuated at 200 °C for 1 h. The Brunauer, Emmet and Teller (BET) method was used to calculate the total surface areas.

4.4.4 TEM

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a JEOL 3000 transmission electron microscope with an energy of 300 keV. The samples were prepared in the same way as the samples used for XRD by an *ex-situ* reduction. The reduced samples were mixed with ethanol and mortared. The obtained suspension was placed on a carbon film (300 mesh copper grid) and dried prior to the measurement.

4.5 Results and discussion

4.5.1 Characterization

The results from the metal analysis by AAS are summarized in Table 4.1 along with the surface areas found by the *N₂* physisorption measurements. The first column shows the total amount of metal and the catalyst composition aimed for in the preparation.

From the table it is seen that the metal contents of iron, nickel, and in total in all cases are in accordance with the amount aimed for by the preparation.

The BET analysis was used to investigate the effect of different metal loadings on the surface areas. A significant decrease in the surface area is found for metal loadings of 25 wt% or more on spinel. This suggests that the formations of large oxide aggregates are limiting the access to the internal surface for these catalysts. For the catalysts prepared with 20 wt% metal or less no significant decrease is observed indicating that no physical blocking of the support surface with metal containing particles takes place.
Table 4.1 The metal content and surface areas determined by N\textsubscript{2} physisorption is shown for different Ni-Fe catalysts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Metal content</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ni [%]</td>
<td>Fe [%]</td>
<td>Total [%]</td>
<td>$S_{\text{BET}}$, m\textsuperscript{2}/g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 100Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 25Ni75Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 50Ni50Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 100Ni/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 25Ni75Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 50Ni50Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Ni/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>19.83</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>30.67</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Fe/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 25Ni75Fe/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>10.17</td>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 50Ni50Fe/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 75Ni25Fe/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Ni/Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>176</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examination of the XRD analysis shows that samples which contain less than or equal to 5 wt% have no observable diffraction peaks from the metals and all peaks are attributed to the support material. The XRD patterns for samples containing 10 wt% metals have been studied in more detail. Diffractograms showing a sample containing monometallic nickel and iron as well as an alloy catalyst with the ratio of the two metals given by Ni:Fe=1:1 on spinel are shown in Figure 4.2.

The diffraction peaks originating from spinel are indicated with black triangles. The pattern for monometallic nickel is indicated by black squares over the peaks and this clearly shows the diffraction peaks expected for the bulk nickel phase. The Scherrer equation\(^6\) can be used to determine the crystal size, \(l\):

\[
l = \frac{k \lambda}{\beta \cos \theta},
\]

where \(k\) is a constant, \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the X-ray, \(\beta\) is the width of the peak and \(\theta\) is the angle between the beam and the normal to the plane of the reflecting light.

By using the Scherrer equation for the peak at \(2\theta \sim 51^\circ\) it is possible to determine the particle size of nickel to 13-15 nm. The XRD pattern for monometallic iron is strongly complicated by the fact that the support material and the bulk iron phase are reflecting at similar angels (at \(2\theta \sim 38^\circ\)). From the XRD diffractogram for the Ni:Fe=1:1 alloy, this sample is found to have peaks at the same angles as for nickel but with much lower intensities, making it impossible to determine the particle size.
TEM images of catalysts with different nickel-iron ratios on spinel were studied. In Figure 4.3 three representative images are shown – one of nickel, one of iron, and one alloy with the composition Ni:Fe=3:1.

From these pictures it can be concluded that the particle sizes are quite similar for the monometallic nickel, iron, and the alloys. The particle sizes seem to be around 8-12 nm, which is in good agreement with the size found using XRD and the Scherrer equation for the nickel sample. The TEM image of iron on spinel is a bit different than the other images due to the formation of a thin oxide layer on top of the bulk metal. This is expected since iron is known to re-oxidize easily when exposed to air, which take place to some extend since the TEM images was recorded on an \textit{ex-situ} reduced sample. However, the catalysts seem to exhibit rather similar dispersions which makes it fair to compare the catalytic activities, by normalizing the reaction rate to the metal content without having to take particle size effects into account.

\subsection*{4.5.2 Alloy formation}
As mentioned in chapter 3 it is critical that the two metals are in close proximity at the surface, in order to obtain a catalyst with improved catalytic activity compared to the monometallic catalysts. One way to see if it is possible to get the metals in close proximity of each other, is to determine whether an alloy can be formed between the different metals or not. A phase diagram\textsuperscript{56} for nickel and iron indicates that nickel and iron at least forms one alloy, namely the alloy with the composition Ni:Fe=3:1. Other irregular bulk alloys such as Ni:Fe=1:1, Ni:Fe=3:2, and Ni:Fe=2:1 has been reported in the literature as well\textsuperscript{57}.
It is not possible to demonstrate whether an alloy is formed or not using XRD nor TEM, since these two analysis methods show only partial particle morphology. Previously a Mössbauer spectroscopy study has been reported in literature\textsuperscript{58}, showing that nickel and iron actually form alloys under conditions similar to those used in this experimental work. Based on this it is reasonable to assume that the bimetallic Ni-Fe systems prepared in this study most likely contain a range of metal particles with different nickel-iron ratios. Furthermore it was concluded from the Mössbauer spectroscopy study, that the formation of the alloys is closely connected with the reducibility of the initial metal oxide in the system.

The melting points for iron, nickel, and the alloys are very similar (1440-1538 °C\textsuperscript{56}), which implies that the Tamman temperatures (defined as the half of the melting temperature) are the same. This means that the surface migration and aggregation phenomenon for the catalysts can be considered to be within the same range. Therefore the catalyst activities can be compared without taking these parameters into account, assuming that alloys are formed.

### 4.5.3 Activity data

#### 4.5.3.1 Comparison of support materials

Experiments were performed with pure support materials, both alumina and spinel, to insure that the catalytic activity for CO hydrogenation of these were negligible.

Based on the activity measurements of the metal containing catalysts the activity rate, $r$, was calculated as moles of CO converted per moles of metal per second:

$$r = \frac{X_{CO} \cdot F_{CO}}{n_{cat}},$$

where $X_{CO}$ is the fractional conversion of CO, $F_{CO}$ is the molar feed rate of CO (mol/s), and $n_{cat}$ is the total molar amount of metal in the catalyst.

Different parameters were investigated with respect to catalytic activity. In Figure 4.4 a plot is shown where two different support materials (alumina and spinel) are compared along with two different metal loadings (2.5 and 10 wt\%) on spinel at 225 °C. In the case of alumina only the data for 10 wt\% metal are shown, since the CO conversion on the catalysts containing 2.5 wt\% metal on alumina is almost negligible (more than a factor 10 smaller than for the corresponding spinel-based catalyst). This can be explained by the difference in the reduction profiles of the metals on the different supports\textsuperscript{57}. In these plots the activity is plotted as a function of the catalyst composition expressed as the percentage of Ni out of the total amount of impregnated metal on the support material.
Figure 4.4 Catalytic conversion for the Ni-Fe system at 225 °C. The left figure shows catalysts with 2.5 and 10 wt% metal loadings on spinel, while the right figure shows catalysts with 10 wt% metal on alumina. For the series with 2.5 wt% metal a few extra nickel-iron ratios has been included. In all cases, the rate is plotted versus the atomic percent nickel out of the total metal content in the catalyst.

In all cases a maximum in catalytic activity is obtained with an alloy catalyst. The position of the maximum is slightly dependent on the support and total metal loading, and is changing between Ni:Fe=3:1 and Ni:Fe=1:1. When the catalysts are prepared on spinel and has a low metal content, the optimum is found for Ni:Fe=3:1, while the Ni:Fe=1:1 is the optimum for higher metal loadings on both spinel and alumina. It should of course be noted that both of these catalysts are close in metal-to-metal ratio to the stoichiometry of the regular well-known alloy, Ni:Fe=3:1, mentioned earlier. The same trend is noticed at all other examined temperatures in the interval from 200-300 °C. These results show that the interpolation concept and computational screening works in general with different metal concentrations and support materials for the Ni-Fe system.

The monometallic nickel catalyst is found to be more active than the monometallic iron catalyst in these experiments. This is somewhat surprising when comparing to the volcano plot (Figure 3.2), where nickel and iron seem to be equally good. This might be explained with a different CO/H₂ ratio in the two series of experiments (those described here, and those shown in the volcano plot). Alternatively it can be due to a difference in the degree of reduction, sintering or other physical reasons.

Finally, it should be mentioned that by increasing the temperature all catalysts will reach 100 % CO conversion (within the uncertainty in the GC measurements), as needed in order
for the catalysts to be attractive for gas purifications. However, the temperature needed to achieve 100 % conversion varies for the catalysts dependent on the metal composition. In order to compare the catalyst activity temperatures have been chosen in an interval where most of the catalysts exhibit activity but without achieving full conversion.

In Table 4.2 a number of selected CO conversions along with selectivity data are summarized at two different temperatures, 225 and 250 °C.

**Table 4.2** CO conversions and methane selectivities at 225 and 250 °C for the Ni-Fe catalysts with 2.5 and 10 wt % metal on spinel and alumina.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>CO Conversion, %</th>
<th>Selectivity to CH₄, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225 °C</td>
<td>250 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 100Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 25Ni75Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 50Ni50Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 wt% 100Ni/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 25Ni75Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 50Ni50Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 75Ni25Fe/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Ni/MgAl₂O₄</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 25Ni75Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 50Ni50Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 75Ni25Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>85.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 wt% 100Ni/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The methane selectivity for the nickel catalyst and the alloy catalysts are found to be as high as 90-99 % when the conversion is above 50 %. The iron catalyst shows significant lower methane selectivity. Furthermore, the selectivity increases as the percentage of nickel in the catalyst is increased.

Except from methane the only products observed are small hydrocarbons, C₂-C₄. From the data comparison it can be noticed that the selectivity towards methane increases as the CO conversion increases. This fact indicates that methane is the primary stable reaction product under the reaction conditions used.

### 4.5.3.2 Dependence on the metal loading

A systematic study of the effect of the metal loading was performed on a series of catalysts on spinel, with a ratio of nickel and iron given by Ni:Fe=3:1. This was done in order to optimize the metal loading. The activity and selectivity data for these experiments at 275 °C are summarized in Table 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total metal loading, wt%</th>
<th>Metal content in the catalyst, wt%</th>
<th>CO conversion, %</th>
<th>Selectivity to CH₄, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Fe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>37.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>11.58</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.83</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>17.89</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.67</td>
<td>22.63</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Ni:Fe=3:1 catalysts were studied at different temperatures, and in all cases it was found that the activity of the methanation increases with increasing metal loading up to a total loading of 20 wt% metal. At metal loadings higher than that (25 wt% and 30 wt%) the activity decreased as seen in Table 4.3 at 275 °C. This can be explained by blocking of the external surface. This explanation is supported by the BET data, which showed a significant decrease in the surface area for the two catalysts with the loadings of 25 wt% and 30 wt% (approximately 55 m²/g) compared to the other catalysts (approximately 67 m²/g) as it was shown in Table 4.1.

In connection to the role of the metal content, it is worthwhile to consider the influence of this parameter on the reducibility of the metal oxides as well as the possibilities for unwanted incorporation of the metal into the support material. It has been reported in the literature for nickel on alumina (prepared by impregnation), that no nickel was incorporated into the support material framework at reduction temperatures below 700 °C. For all nickel loadings examined in this literature study, the reduction was found to begin at 250 °C and to be finished below 700 °C. In another study nickel catalysts with different loadings on spinel were examined. It was reported that the reduction temperature was shifted 100 °C towards lower temperatures as the metal loading was increased from 1 wt% to 15 wt%. This might be explained by difference in particle size dependent on the loading - small particles (e.g. formed when the metal loading is low) are more difficult to reduce than larger particles and thereby requiring higher reduction temperature. The same could be an issue in the series of catalysts studied in this thesis: since none of the 2.5 wt% metal containing catalysts show peaks in XRD, it can be assumed that these particles are too small to be observed due to broad peaks of low intensity. It should be noted, that the reason for these metals not to be detected by XRD alternatively can be ascribed to the small amount of the metal species being below the detectable level. However, it is likely that the degree of reduction at 500 °C is highest for the sample with higher loading. At the same time the amount of potential active sites are increased as the loading is increased. This leads to higher activities of these catalysts, until the loading is so high that physical blocking takes place. In the literature study of nickel on spinel it was also found that no significant amount of NiAl₂O₄ was formed. These results from the literature indicate that incorporation of nickel in the structure of the support material is most likely not a problem for the catalyst systems on alumina and spinel examined in this study.
Finally it should be mentioned that the same trend in selectivity, as in the other experiments is seen: when the conversion of CO increases, the selectivity towards methane increases as well.

4.5.3.3 Activation energy and Arrhenius plot

Arrhenius plots for catalysts with different Ni:Fe ratio and a total metal loading of 2.5 wt% on spinel are drawn using the Arrhenius equation:

\[
\ln(r) = \ln(r_0) - \frac{E_A}{R} \frac{1}{T},
\]

where \( r \) is the rate (mmol/(s*mol_{metal})), \( r_0 \) is the initial rate (mmol/(s*mol_{metal})), \( E_A \) is the activation energy (kJ/mol), \( R \) is the gas constant (J/(K*mol)), and \( T \) is the absolute temperature (K).

Arrhenius plots are made by plotting the natural logarithm to the rate as a function of the inverse absolute temperature, which results in a straight line with a slope of \(-\frac{E_A}{R}\) and a y-intercept of \(\ln(r_0)\). These plots are shown in Figure 4.5.

![Figure 4.5 Arrhenius plots of 10 wt% Ni-Fe catalysts on spinel. The logarithm of the rate for CO conversion is plotted versus the reciprocal absolute temperature.](image)

In all cases only data points for CO conversions at lower than 50 % or in some cases preferable 40 % were used for the plots. It should, however, be noted that the experiments were not performed under differential conditions, but here it is assumed that it is possible to use the data for qualitative estimates. Figure 4.5 shows that the activities of all the catalysts follow an Arrhenius-like behavior leading to straight lines. An estimate of the activation
energy can be evaluated by the slope of these lines. These values are found to be close to each other, namely 90-116 kJ/mol. These values are in good agreement with comparable data found in the literature\textsuperscript{50, 63}. However, precaution should, as mentioned before, be taken by using these values quantitatively. The result of this is that it is impossible to compare them directly with activation energies calculated for the elementary reactions.

4.6 Conclusions

Series of mono- and bimetallic nickel and iron catalysts on different support materials, alumina and spinel, were investigated in CO hydrogenation. For low metal loadings (2.5 wt%) the alumina catalysts were found to be significantly less active than the spinel based catalysts. This is explained by the difference in the reduction profile for the metals on the two different support materials. For all the investigated series of catalysts it was found that some of the nickel-iron alloys were considerably better than the monometallic catalysts as expected from the Pareto plot. This means, that it is indeed possible to obtain cheaper and more active catalysts for CO hydrogenation using Ni-Fe alloys as suggested by the DFT study instead of using the currently commercially used nickel catalysts. Of the catalysts studied experimentally the alloys with composition Ni:Fe=3:1 and Ni:Fe=1:1 were the most active - the absolute maximum varies dependent on the metal loading and the support material. The improved activities for the bimetallic alloy catalysts provide indirect evidence for the proposed alloy formation. Regarding metal loading a maximum in activity was found for a total of 20 wt% metal - at higher loadings a blocking of the external surface took place. The selectivity for methane was found to increase with increasing CO conversion. Moreover, the selectivity was found to increase with increasing nickel content in the sample.
5 CO₂ hydrogenation

5.1 Introduction
In the previous section it was shown that bimetallic Ni-Fe catalysts indeed have superior catalytic activity for the CO hydrogenation compared to a monometallic nickel catalyst. However, in order to be useful in industrial applications, such as in the ammonia synthesis, it is important that the improved activity also accounts CO₂ hydrogenation. In this section this aspect will be covered, by investigating the activity of Ni-Fe alloys for this reaction.

5.2 Catalyst preparation
The catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation with aqueous solutions of nickel(II) nitrate and iron(III) nitrate on η-alumina. The aim was to obtain a metal loading around 23 wt% for both the monometallic nickel catalyst and the bimetallic catalysts. A fraction of the alumina with particle size between 250-500 μm and a surface area of 194 m²/g was used. Before impregnation, the support material was dried carefully at 200 °C for 2 h to remove all water. After the impregnation, the samples were left at room temperature for 4 h in a closed vial in order to assure a proper filling of the pores and thereby a proper distribution of the metal ions. The catalysts were then dried at room temperature followed by a calcination step, by heating the catalysts to 450 °C in air with a ramp of 3.5 °C/min and keeping the calcination temperature for 4 h.

5.3 CO₂ hydrogenation experiments
In a standard activity test 40 mg of the catalyst was mixed with 260 mg of an inert material, spinel (250-500 μm), and placed in a steel reactor with a diameter of 7 mm. The catalyst was reduced for 4 h at 550 °C in 9 % CO₂ in H₂. After the reduction the catalytic performance of the CO₂ hydrogenation was tested at 250 °C measured with an internal thermocouple using a total flow of 16.5 Nl/h of a gas mixture of 9 % CO₂ in H₂ at standard pressure. The exit gas was analyzed using a Hewlett Packard Gas Chromatograph equipped with a TCD detector.
5.4 Results and discussion

5.4.1 Characterization
The metal content was determined using atomic absorption spectroscopy. The measured metal percentages are shown in Table 5.1, along with the total metal content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Metal Content [wt%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66Ni33Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75Ni25Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85Ni15Fe/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni/Al₂O₃</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table it can be noted that the metal content vary slightly between 22 and 24 wt%.

5.4.2 Activity
The activity of CO₂ hydrogenation is shown in Figure 5.1 expressed as the rate of the CO₂ conversion versus the nickel content in the catalyst as percent of the nickel out of the total metal loading. The reaction rate, \( r \), is calculated as

\[
r = X_{CO_2} \cdot \frac{F}{n_{cat}},
\]

where \( X_{CO_2} \) is the fractional conversion of CO₂, \( F \) is the molar feed rate of CO₂ (mole/s), and \( n_{cat} \) is the total amount of metal (mol).
Figure 5.1 The rate for CO$_2$ hydrogenation at 250 °C is plotted versus the nickel content in the catalysts out of the total metal loading.

Figure 5.1 shows that the bimetallic nickel-iron catalysts examined indeed are better than the monometallic nickel catalyst for CO$_2$ conversion.

5.5 Conclusion
The bimetallic Ni-Fe alloys are found to show higher activity in the CO$_2$ hydrogenation than the monometallic nickel catalyst, meaning that these catalysts can handle the CO$_2$ hydrogenation.
6 Simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation

6.1 Introduction
A simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation study with iron, nickel, and bimetallic nickel-iron alloys was performed in order to ensure that the co-existence of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in the gas feed does not change the overall activity pattern seen for the CO hydrogenation and CO₂ hydrogenation experiments described in chapter 4 and 5.

6.2 Catalyst preparation and characterization
The catalysts used for simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation were the same catalysts as the 10 wt% metal on alumina series prepared for CO hydrogenation, described in section 4.2. The nickel and iron contents in the catalysts were determined using atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) and the N₂ physisorption measurements as explained previously and the metal content and the surface areas for the catalysts are found in Table 4.1.

6.3 Simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation experiments
In a standard activity test 150 mg of the catalyst was placed in a quartz plug-flow reactor between two layers of quartz wool. Prior to the activity test, the catalyst was reduced at 500 °C for 4 h in 2 % CO and 2 % CO₂ in H₂. The activity of the catalyst was tested at temperatures from 220-330 °C with a total flow of 6 Nl/h of the gas mixture used for the reduction under an absolute pressure of 1.0-1.1 bar. At each temperature the conversion and selectivity was monitored for at least one hour to ensure stable catalyst performance. The exit gas was examined using a Shimadzu Gas Chromatograph equipped with TCD and FID detectors. In this way the concentrations of CO, CO₂, CH₄, and the small amount of organic compounds were determined.

6.4 Results and discussion
In the simultaneous CO and CO₂ hydrogenation experiments, the expected trend (based on the experiments with CO hydrogenation and CO₂ hydrogenation) is seen for hydrogenation of both species. The bimetallic nickel-iron catalysts with high nickel content exhibit higher activities than the monometallic nickel catalysts, even if both carbon oxides are present. If
comparing the two monometallic catalysts, it is found that the nickel catalyst shows significantly higher catalytic activity in both hydrogenation processes than the iron catalyst. In Figure 6.1 this is shown for the CO₂ conversion at 330 °C.

**Figure 6.1** The rate of the CO₂ conversion at 330 °C is plotted versus the percentage of nickel out of the total metal content present in the catalysts.

Figure 6.1 is plotted in the same way as in the previous hydrogenation activity plot, thus the rate for the conversion of CO₂ is shown as a function of the nickel content in the catalyst relative to the total metal loading. The catalyst which shows the highest activity is found to be Ni:Fe=3:1 independently of the examined temperature in the temperature range explored (220-330 °C). This is in accordance with the experiments performed with the pure CO₂ hydrogenation. Activity data for CO and CO₂ conversions versus the temperature are shown in Figure 6.2 for catalysts with different nickel-iron ratios.
Simultaneous CO and CO$_2$ hydrogenation

Figure 6.2 The CO and CO$_2$ conversions are plotted versus the temperature for Ni, Fe, and Ni-Fe alloys on alumina.

It should be noted that the CO and CO$_2$ hydrogenation reactions take place in different temperature intervals – higher temperatures are needed in order to hydrogenate the CO$_2$ than CO. The Ni:Fe=3:1 alloy catalyst is seen to be the most active catalyst for both CO and CO$_2$ hydrogenation when both carbon oxides are present in the gas.

The methane selectivities of the catalysts are found to be very high for the catalysts where 50 % or more of the metal on the catalyst is nickel. The selectivities are found to be considerable lower for catalysts containing more iron than nickel. In Figure 6.3 a plot of the selectivity as a function of the amount of nickel present in the catalyst is shown at 330 °C.
Figure 6.3 Methane selectivity versus nickel content in catalysts with a total loading of 10 wt% metal at 330 °C.

At all examined temperatures above 220 °C the selectivities toward methane are found to be between 95-100 % for the catalysts with high nickel content (50 % or more). In connection with selectivity it should be noted that the only byproducts observed using the GC are the short hydrocarbon chains C₂-C₄.

6.5 Conclusion
It was found that the bimetallic nickel-iron catalysts exhibit significantly higher catalytic activity in the simultaneous hydrogenation of CO and CO₂ than the monometallic nickel catalyst. The monometallic nickel catalyst shows higher activity than the monometallic iron catalyst for both CO and CO₂ hydrogenation. Thus the activity pattern can be represented as a volcano plot for both the CO and the CO₂ hydrogenation. The experiments show that the Ni:Fe=3:1 alloy catalyst has the highest activity for the hydrogenation reactions under the examined experimental conditions.
7 Bimetallic Co-Fe and Co-Ni catalysts for CO hydrogenation

7.1 Other bimetallic systems: Co-Fe and Co-Ni
If returning to the Pareto plot shown in Figure 3.3 it is worth noticing that a couple of other bimetallic systems than Ni-Fe could be of interest, since they are expected to exhibit high catalytic activity and at the same time not to be highly expensive. These are the bimetallic Co:Ni and the Co:Fe catalysts. However, the prices of these materials are considerable higher than those of the Ni-Fe system, due to the high cobalt price. This means that these systems are not expected to be of huge commercial interest, but due to their academic interest and as examples of the computational screening as a way to find new catalysts, these series of catalysts have been examined and are included in following. The Co-Ni and Co-Fe systems were only examined for the CO hydrogenation, meaning that they have not been studied as detailed as the Ni-Fe system.

7.2 Catalyst preparation
A series of 10 wt% monometallic and bimetallic cobalt-iron and cobalt-nickel catalysts on alumina were prepared with the following compositions: 100Fe, 25Co75Fe, 50Co50Fe, 75Co25Fe, 85Co15Fe, 90Co10Fe, 95Co5Fe, 99Co1Fe, 100Co, 99Co1Ni, 95Co5Ni, 90Co10Ni, 75Co25Ni, 50Co50Ni, 40Co60Ni, 25Co75Ni, 15Co85Ni, 5Co95Ni, 1Co99Ni, and 100Ni. The numbers indicate the percentage of the metal out of the 10 wt% total metal in the catalyst. The alumina had a pore volume of 0.5 ml/g and was dried at 120 °C before it was impregnated. The catalysts were prepared with incipient wetness impregnation of alumina with aqueous solutions of iron(III) nitrate, cobalt(II) nitrate, and/or nickel(II) nitrate. The resulting product was left in closed vials over night in order to get the pores filled and the metal evenly distributed. The catalyst was subsequently dried for 4 h at 120 °C. The dried precursor was heated to 500 °C in air for 4 h, in order to decompose the nitrates and obtain metal oxide particles on the surface of the support material.
7.3 Catalytic testing
In all activity tests 150 mg of the given catalyst was placed in a fixed bed quartz reactor between two layers of quartz wool. Several different reduction conditions were applied for the cobalt-nickel system in order to see how this influenced the catalyst performance in the activity tests. The composition of the reduction gas, the reduction time, and the reduction temperature were varied. The composition of the reducing mixture was varied in a range from pure hydrogen to 5 % CO in H₂; the time was in changed from 2-12 h, and the temperature in the interval 400-600 °C. As a standard procedure for comparison the catalysts were reduced in-situ for 4 h in a flow on 6 Nl/h of 2 % CO in H₂ at 500 °C and 1 bar. After the reduction the temperature was decreased to 200 °C and the first measurement was performed. The catalyst was tested at different temperatures, by increasing the temperature in intervals of 10-15 °C and waiting for steady state to adjust before the catalytic performance was measured. The exit gas was examined using a gas chromatograph equipped with an FID detector.

7.4 Results and discussion
7.4.1 Co-Fe catalysts
The activities of the Co-Fe catalysts are plotted versus the cobalt content at two different temperatures, namely 225 °C and 240 °C as shown in Figure 7.1.

![Figure 7.1](image)

**Figure 7.1** The rate for the CO conversion is plotted versus the cobalt content in 10 wt% Co-Fe/Al₂O₃ catalysts at 225 °C and 240 °C, respectively.

The activity pattern is a volcano, where the maximum of activity is located between 85 and 95 % cobalt of the total metal loading. The maximum in activity is shifted much towards high
cobalt content (and thereby low iron content) compared to what was seen in the case of the nickel-iron system (Figure 4.4). This can be explained by cobalt’s position on the volcano plot for monometallic catalysts (Figure 3.2) close to the maximum of activity. Furthermore, the experimental results indicate that cobalt is located on the opposite leg (right leg) on the volcano plot compared to iron (left leg). For a metal positioned at the right leg close to the maximum of the volcano, the CO-dissociation energy is slightly low. Although the rate determining step is CO dissociation, only a small amount of an element from the left leg of the volcano with desorption as the rate limiting step (such as iron) needs to be added in order to obtain improved activity. Adding too much of such an element might overrule the synergic effect and lead to a catalyst which adsorbs CO strongly and thereby lower the activity.

The shift in the maximum of activity towards one of the metals can be caused by other effects, influencing the catalyst performance. It could e.g. be explained by iron functioning as a promoter, by difference in particle sizes among the different catalysts, or by other physical effects. Finally, it should be noted that the DFT calculations in the Pareto plot (Figure 3.3) indicates that the Co-Fe alloys, such as 75Co25Fe, should exhibit activities between those of the monometallic catalysts. The reason this is not observed experimentally for 75Co25Fe might be due to uncertainty in the DFT calculation e.g. relating to cobalt’s exact position on the volcano relative to iron.

The methane selectivities for the cobalt-iron catalysts were investigated as well, and these are shown at two temperatures in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Methane selectivity at 225 and 240 °C for 10 wt% Co-Fe/Al₂O₃ catalysts with different cobalt content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Co</th>
<th>%CH₄ selectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>225°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The methane selectivities are in general high – especially for the catalysts with low iron content.

### 7.4.2 Co-Ni catalysts

Based on the DFT calculations for the CO-dissociation energies shown in the Pareto plot (Figure 3.3) it was expected that one of the Co-Ni alloys, Co:Ni=3:1, should exhibit improved activity compared to the two monometallic catalysts. Thus from the theoretical study it was expected to see a volcano shaped curve like in Figure 4.4 for the nickel-iron system, when plotting the methanation activity as a function of the nickel content for the Co-Ni catalysts. However, as explained in connection with the cobalt-iron system, the experiments indicate that the cobalt is located at the opposite leg of the volcano compared to iron. Thus it is likely that cobalt is located on the same leg as nickel. Based on this experimental result it is expected that the activities of the Co:Ni intermetallic compounds would be in the range between those of cobalt and nickel. This turned out to be different and more complicated than expected, as seen in Figure 7.2 where the rates for CO conversion at two different temperatures are plotted versus the nickel content of the total metal concentration for the Co-Ni system.

Figure 7.2 The rate for CO conversion at 225 and 240 °C is plotted versus the nickel content in a series of 10 wt% Co-Ni catalysts on alumina.

For high Ni:Co ratios a volcano-like shape of the curve is observed with a maximum for Ni:Co=85:15. However, an “inverse” volcano-like curve for high cobalt:nickel ratios (0-25 % Ni) is seen in the same plot with a minimum in activity at Ni:Co=10:90. This is a rather surprising result. Some possible explanations will be discussed here. One explanation could
be related to the formation of a mixture of the two metals that might result in a surface that is unfavorable for the reaction. The alloy of the two metals might be different than assumed in the DFT calculations or might not even be formed for the nanoparticles on the surface of the support material.

Another possible explanation is that the standard reduction condition leads to different degrees of reduction of the monometallic and the bimetallic catalysts in this system. The influence of the reduction conditions on the activity of CO hydrogenation was studied for one bimetallic catalyst namely the Ni:Co=1:1 catalyst and the monometallic nickel catalyst. The gas composition was varied in a series: H₂, 0.5 % CO in H₂, 2 % CO in H₂, and 5 % CO in H₂ and experiments with different reduction times and temperatures were performed as well. None of these parameters seemed to change the internal relation in activity pattern between the bimetallic catalysts and the nickel catalyst - thus it is not likely to assume that the standard reduction procedure is considerably worse for the bimetallic catalyst than for the nickel catalysts. However, the surprisingly small difference between the activity of the monometallic cobalt catalyst and the monometallic nickel catalyst might be an indication that these two catalysts are not reduced to the same degree or that the particle size of the metals differs in the two cases. A preliminary temperature programmed reduction (TPR) study has not revealed an answer to the question. The investigation of the reduction conditions do, however, not rule out that the problems might be due to different particle sizes and thereby difference in dispersion of the different catalyst.

If returning to the activity tests of the entire Co:Ni catalyst series, the methane selectivity was examined after the standard reduction conditions. The selectivities for selected catalysts are shown in Table 7.2 at the two temperatures for which the activity data were plotted in Figure 7.2.

**Table 7.2** Methane selectivities of Co-Ni/Al₂O₃ at 225 and 240 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Ni</th>
<th>% CH₄ Selectivity 225 °C</th>
<th>% CH₄ Selectivity 240 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The selectivities are, in general, higher at 240 °C than at 225 °C. At 240 °C the methane selectivity is 94-96 % for all the catalysts. At 225 °C there are small derivations between the values changing from 87 to 95 %. No clear correlation between activity and selectivity is found nor is a direct correlation between the metal ratio and the selectivity found. It can, however, be concluded that all catalysts show high methane selectivities of the same magnitude.

7.5 Conclusion
The cobalt-iron system shows a volcano curve when plotting the activity versus the fraction of cobalt out of the total metal loading. The maximum in activity for the CO hydrogenation is located around 90 % Co. This result indicates that cobalt is located on the opposite site of the volcano plot compared to iron.

The cobalt-nickel catalysts show an interesting activity pattern with both a local minimum and a local maximum for the bimetallic catalysts between the two monometallic catalysts. A reasonable explanation can be found in the difference in reducibility of the monometallic and bimetallic catalysts under the standard procedure or by differences in particle size - a phenomenon that could be interesting to investigate further in the future e.g. by pulse chemisorption. Since the activity data cannot be fully explained, it leaves room for further experimental as well as theoretical work.

The selectivities towards methane are found to be high in all cases for both the Co-Fe and Co-Ni catalysts.
8 Overall conclusions on the methanation part

In this study it has been shown, that a computational screening can provide suggestions for new catalysts even for a reaction which has been known for more than a century. This makes computational screenings an attractive method and a nice alternative (or supplement) to high-throughput experimental screenings.

The experimental results for CO hydrogenation, CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation, and simultaneous CO and CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation with nickel-iron alloys show that it, indeed, is possible to increase the catalytic activity significantly, by using alloy catalysts compared to the currently industrially used monometallic nickel catalyst as suggested by the computational screening.

The CO hydrogenation experiments with Co-Fe and Co-Ni seem to result in volcano plots – a formation of an optimum in activity is seen for some of the bimetallic catalysts. However, these optima are shifted towards respectively high content of cobalt and low content of iron in the cobalt-iron system, and high nickel content and low cobalt content in the cobalt-nickel system. For the latter, a minimum in activity is observed in the situation where the Co:Ni ratio is high. This is unexpected from the DFT calculations, and the final explanation is still to be found, but is left for future investigations.
Design of heterogeneous catalysts
Part II
The Fischer-Tropsch Process
Design of heterogeneous catalysts
The Fischer-Tropsch process

9.1 History
In 1923 the two German scientists Frans Fischer and Hans Tropsch made the discovery that CO and H₂ can react over a catalyst and form hydrocarbons and water⁶⁴, ⁶⁵, ⁶⁶. This means that the process is a possible path to produce synthetic fuel for transportation purposes. The reaction is now known as the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process. One of the first catalysts Fischer and Tropsch worked with was based on approximately 30 wt% cobalt on kiselguhr (impure SiO₂ from the nature). It was found that the selectivity could be shifted towards heavier hydrocarbons by adding thoria and magnesia as promoters⁶⁷.

![Figure 9.1 F. Fischer (left) and H. Tropsch (right).](image)

The discovery was important to Germany already few years after the time where it was made, since the country was cut off from oil supply due to World War II⁶⁷, ⁶⁸, ⁶⁹. The first FT plant was established by Ruhrchemi in 1935 as the first out of nine. The production of synthetic fuel on these plants peaked in 1944 with an annual production of 4.1 million barrels⁶⁸. After the war the economy of the plants was not viable anymore and the plants were closed down⁶⁹.

In the following years low to moderate interest in the FT process was seen on a worldwide basis⁷⁰, ⁷¹ with South Africa being an exception. In South Africa huge amounts of cheap coal was available and a great effort was put into optimizing the process to make the country energy independent of other countries. The SASOL company opened the first plant there in 1955⁷², ⁷³.

In the 1970s the oil crises occurred and the interest in the FT process increased significantly due to this. The global interest resulted in many research programs from several industrial companies such as Statoil, Shell, Gulf/Chevron, and ExxonMobil as well as in the academic scientific environments in many countries⁷⁴.
Nowadays there are several reasons to keep being interested in the FT process. The high oil prices make the FT process worth to consider. Furthermore, the changes in the reserves of fossil resources make it necessary to find new and improved methods to meet the amount of fuels needed in our world today. Moreover the FT process can help make parts of the world more independent of the oil exporting countries. Environmental concerns must of course also be taken into consideration. Hydrocarbons produced by the FT process have the advantage that they do not contain any nitrogen or sulfur. This means that the FT products do not contribute to fuel related pollution by oxides formed of these compounds when burnt, which is seen when normal fuel is used in e.g. automotive applications.

It can be mentioned that a series of smaller plants are currently being constructed in China, Australia, Africa and a big plant is expected to be opened in Qatar in 2011 with a capacity of 0.8 million barrels per day.

9.2 The FT process

In the FT process alkenes, alkanes, and oxygenated products are formed as indicated in the reaction schemes below, where de oxygenated products are represented by alcohols.

\[ n\text{CO} + 2n\text{H}_2 \rightarrow C_n\text{H}_{2n} + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (n = 2, 3, \ldots) \]
\[ m\text{CO} + (2m+1)\text{H}_2 \rightarrow C_m\text{H}_{2m+2} + m\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (m = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) \]
\[ p\text{CO} + 2p\text{H}_2 \rightarrow C_{p-1}\text{H}_{2p-1}\text{CH}_2\text{OH} + (p-1)\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (p = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) \]

The most active catalyst for the FT process is found to be ruthenium, but since this platinum group metal is rare and expensive, commercial applications are not feasible. The two metals commonly used for industrial applications are iron and cobalt. Iron has a rather limited activity, but since it is relatively cheap and since it can catalyze the water gas shift reaction, it is interesting for coal-based FT applications. Cobalt catalysts are very active and stable, but a disadvantage is that the price is higher than for the iron catalyst. Cobalt catalysts are, however, the mainly used catalyst for natural gas based FT plants.

Many other monometallic catalysts and promotion of these with different metals have been investigated as well as bimetallic alloy catalysts. In the experimental work in this thesis cobalt catalysts with manganese (and platinum) promotion have been investigated, and from now on the focus will be on cobalt catalysts.

The mechanism for Co-based catalysts is believed to consist of dissociative adsorption of CO followed by hydrogenation from dissociated hydrogen. The oxygen is then removed as water.
The Fischer-Tropsch process

is formed, while the carbon is partly hydrogenated, followed by a polymerization process
leading to carbon chains of different lengths\(^{76}\). The process is terminated either by hydrogen
adsorption or abstraction leading to paraffins and olefins, respectively.
The chain lengths of the hydrocarbons formed during the process obey a statistical
distribution, called the Anderson-Schulz-Flory distribution\(^{20}\)
\[ W_i = i(1-\alpha)^2 \alpha^{i-1}, \]
where \( i \) is the number of carbon atoms, \( W_i \) is the weight fraction of chains with length \( i \), \( \alpha \) is
the chain growth propagation probability and \( 1-\alpha \) is the probability that a chain terminates.
The \( \alpha \) parameter is very important, and the aim is to get it as high as possible to avoid too
small carbon chains. For practical applications carbon chains with a length higher or equal to
\( C_5 \) are desirable. Therefore the selectivity towards \( C_{5+} \) products is a key parameter. The
selectivity towards methane \( C_1 \) is often examined in FT studies as well – the lower \( C_1 \)
selectivity the better, since the methane normally has to be recycled in order to reduce waste
to the highest possible extend. Another crucial parameter, when describing the system, is the
activity of the catalyst. This can be described by the cobalt time yield (CTY). The CTY value
is defined as the mole CO converted per g of Co per s. In order to compare catalysts relative
to each other, both with respect to \( C_{5+} \) selectivity and activity, a \( C_{5+} \) yield is used in this
thesis. The \( C_{5+} \) yield is defined as the product of the CTY value and the fraction expressing
the \( C_{5+} \) selectivity.

9.3 Dispersion and particle size effect
Since the discovery of the FT process a lot of research has been carried out in order to
improve the catalytic system. A possible way to improve the cobalt based catalyst could be by
improving the dispersion of the cobalt. An improvement of the metal dispersion can be
achieved by decreasing the particle size of metal. Most cobalt catalysts are not sufficiently
well dispersed, and a typical catalyst has a particle size of approximately 20 nm\(^{74}\). If the
particle size is decreased to e.g. 5 nm, the catalyst is expected to be much more active since
the amount of cobalt on the surface is increased significantly. This would be very attractive
due to the cobalt price. Attempts to prepare small particles have been successfully carried out
and are described in the literature; however the influence on the activity is not as pronounced
as expected: For cobalt particles between 10-200 nm no effect of the size has been
observed\(^{77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82}\). For particles smaller than 10 nm the picture is unclear. Some research
group report to have observed higher activities for these small particles\textsuperscript{83, 84, 85}, while other groups claim the opposite\textsuperscript{86, 87, 88, 89}. This can be explained by the difficulties in reducing these small metal oxides particles prior to the activity test - possibly in combination with interaction between the metals and support materials such as TiO\textsubscript{2}, SiO\textsubscript{2}, and Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, which decreases the degree of reducibility even further\textsuperscript{90, 91}. In order to reduce these problems studies have been carried out on carbon nanofibers\textsuperscript{83, 84, 92}. This showed a very clear particle size dependence and the optimal particle size of cobalt on this support material was found to be 6 nm\textsuperscript{93}. The experience from this study was later implemented on oxide containing supports such as titania and silica\textsuperscript{94}, since oxide support materials are more interesting for industrial applications. In a recent study it was found that an optimal way to prepare cobalt catalysts with small particle sizes was by using calcination in NO instead of calcination in air\textsuperscript{95}. In Figure 9.2 TEM images of cobalt catalysts on silica are shown after a calcination in air and a calcination in NO, respectively.

![Figure 9.2 TEM images of an air calcined cobalt sample (left) and an NO calcined cobalt sample (right) prepared by incipient wetness impregnation on silica.](image)

From the TEM images it is clearly seen that the particles prepared by air calcination are very large, differs in size, and results in an inhomogeneous sample. On the other hand in the case where NO calcination has been applied, the sample seems very homogeneous. The particles are well dispersed and have particle sizes around 6 nm. The results showing the effect of this on the catalytic activity in the FT process is summarized in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1 Activity and selectivity data for a cobalt catalyst prepared by air calcination and an NO calcination, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Activity (10⁻⁵ mol CO g⁻¹ s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Selectivity C⁵⁺ (%)</th>
<th>C⁵⁺ yield (10⁻⁵ mol CO g⁻¹ s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co/SiO₂</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air calcination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/SiO₂</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO calcination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this table it can be seen, that it is possible to improve the activity significantly by performing an NO calcination instead of an air calcination. On the other hand the C⁵⁺ selectivity is found to decrease. This results in a higher C⁵⁺ yield of 1.65*10⁻⁵ mol CO g⁻¹ s⁻¹ for the NO calcined sample versus 1.45*10⁻⁵ mol CO g⁻¹ s⁻¹ for the air calcined sample. However, it would be appreciable to increase this even further, for example by adding a promoter which is known to improve the C⁵⁺ selectivity. This experimental study in this work has been related to this aspect.
10 Manganese promoted cobalt catalysts

10.1 Introduction
The aim of this part of the project was to obtain a more active and selective Fischer-Tropsch catalyst by combining the knowledge regarding the positive effect of NO calcination on the activity of cobalt catalysts with the addition of a C₅⁺ selectivity promoter.

Manganese has been reported in the literature to be a promoter for cobalt based catalyst in the FT process. The addition of manganese is known to increase the C₅⁺ selectivity of the catalyst; on behalf of the activity, though. Several research groups have been working with the Co-Mn system on different supports and their results vary quite a lot. The effect of manganese might be due to an influence on the degree of reducibility of the cobalt, but is far from being fully understood. The manganese is expected to be present in a mixed cobalt-manganese spinel structure (Co₁₋ₓMnx)₃O₄.

In this study series of cobalt-manganese on silica oxide supported catalysts (in some cases promoted with platinum as well) have been examined. All catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation.

In the first phase of the experimental work a series of cobalt-manganese catalysts with a small amount of platinum was prepared with different Co:Mn ratios. The platinum was added since it was believed to improve the degree of reducibility. The activity and selectivity for these catalysts were compared to investigate the dependence of the manganese content. Furthermore each catalyst was calcined in two different ways: air calcination at 240 °C and NO calcination at 240 °C, and for all catalysts the influence of the calcination method was compared as well. A series of catalysts with different Co:Mn ratios without platinum was prepared and their activity and selectivities were compared to each other and to the platinum containing series of catalysts after treatment with air calcination as well as NO calcination. Finally the influence of the reduction temperature was investigated for selected catalysts.

10.2 Experimental
10.2.1 Catalyst preparation
Before impregnation the silica (Grace-Davison silica gel, 500 m²/g) was dried over night at 120 °C followed by treating 1.00 g of the support material in dynamic vacuum for 2 h at room temperature.
Aqueous solutions containing cobalt(II) nitrate, manganese(II) nitrate and tetraammoniumplatinum(II) nitrate were prepared, in such a way that impregnation of 1 g of silica would lead to catalysts with the composition 17 wt% Co, x wt% Mn (where \( x = 0-4.25 \) wt%) and y wt% Pt (where \( y = 0 \) or 0.5). In order to prepare these very concentrated metal containing solutions, they were exposed to treatment on an ultra sound bath for 30 minutes. Five different catalyst composition were prepared: Co, Co:Mn=4:1, Co:Mn=8:1, Co:Mn=12:1, and Co:Mn=16:1. One series of these catalysts was made with 0.05 wt% platinum and one series was made without.

The vacuum impregnation was performed, as shown in Figure 10.1 using a syringe containing the volume of the metal nitrate solution needed to make an incipient wetness impregnation. The pore volume was determined by N\(_2\)-BET and checked with water impregnation in a test prior to the real impregnation. Half of the solution was added drop wise during stirring. The syringe was removed and the flask was placed in an ultra sound bath for 5-10 seconds. The procedure was repeated with the last part of the solution. After the impregnation the sample was left under vacuum for 30 minutes to let the solution, and thereby the metal ions, distribute evenly. Thereafter the vacuum was removed and the sample was dried.

10.2.2 Drying procedure
To establish whether or not the drying conditions had an influence, three different drying temperatures were investigated for a cobalt catalyst: 55 °C, 70 °C, and 85 °C. Furthermore, the heating ramp was investigated: 1 °C/min, 0.3 °C/min, and a preheated oven were used. The final temperature was kept for 12 h in all cases. One sample was dried at room temperature in an exicator over silica gel. It was also examined if waiting 24 h after the impregnation before the drying step was performed had an influence compared to just waiting for 30 minutes. The drying conditions examined here were found not to have impact on the
catalysts performance. Therefore the same standard procedure was applied for all catalysts:
The sample was heated from room temperature to 70 °C with 1 °C/min and left at 70 °C for 12 h followed by cooling to room temperature.

10.2.3 Calcinations

10.2.3.1 Air calcination
When performing air calcination 100 mg of sample was placed in a reactor (see Figure 10.2). It was heated in a gas flow (up-flow) of 20 ml/min O₂ and 80 ml/min N₂ with a ramp of 1 °C/min to 240 °C. The sample was kept at 240 °C for 1 h in the same gas flow and then cooled to room temperature as fast as possible.

![Figure 10.2](image)

Figure 10.2 Reactor type used for both air and NO calcinations (left). Photo of a sample before and after calcination (right).

10.2.3.2 NO calcination
100 mg of catalyst was placed in a reactor, and the system was flushed with helium for 10 minutes before the gas was changed to 100 ml/min 1 % NO in Ar (up-flow). The sample was heated with 1 °C/min to 240 °C and left at that temperature for 1 h. Then the sample was cooled to room temperature in a flow of 40 ml/min He.

10.2.4 Ex-situ reduction
When reduced samples were needed for characterization purposes 25 mg of the sample was placed in a reactor with down-flow. The system was flushed with N₂ for 10 minutes before the experiments. The flows were then changed to 60 ml/min N₂ and 30 ml/min H₂ and the samples were heated to 550 °C with a rate of 5 °C/min. The treatment at 550 °C lasted for 2 h and the sample was then cooled to room temperature in the same gas composition. Then the sample was flushed with N₂ for 1 h. Finally the sample was passivated by treating it with a
mixture of 100 ml/min N$_2$ and 2 ml/min O$_2$ for 15 minutes before removing it from the reactor.

10.3 FT activity test
In a traditional activity test 20 mg of the catalyst, which was mixed carefully with 200 mg of SiC (0.2 mm) to obtain isothermal plug flow conditions under the experiments, was placed in a reactor (see Figure 10.3).

The sample was reduced in-situ prior to the activity test by heating it in 20 ml/min H$_2$ mixed with 40 ml/min Ar (down-flow) with a heating rate of 5 °C/min to the desired reduction temperature (400-550 °C). The sample was kept at the reduction temperature for 2 h, and then it was cooled to 220 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min.

The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis was carried out at 1 bar at 220 °C. The flow was changed to 1.5 ml/min CO mixed with 3.0 ml/min H$_2$. The products formed by the process were detected with a GC equipped with an FID detector over night. The next day, when steady state was obtained, the flows were adjusted as needed to obtain a 2 % CO conversion and a CO:H$_2$ ratio of 1:2. A couple of GC measurements were performed under these conditions to assure reproducibility.

10.4 Characterization

10.4.1 N$_2$ adsorption-desorption measurements
The silica was investigated with N$_2$-BET in order to determine pore volume and surface area. The N$_2$-physisorption experiments were performed on a Micrometrics Tristar Surface Area and Porosity analyzer.
10.4.2 XRD
As a standard procedure all calcined samples were investigated with powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) in order to estimate the particle size. The XRD patterns were recorded using an Enraf-Nonius CPS 120 powder diffraction apparatus with Co Kα radiation (1.789 Å).

10.4.3 TEM and EDX
Ex-situ reduced and passivated samples were examined with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in a FEI Tecnai 12 or in a FEI Technai 20F. The samples were crushed and suspended in buthanol under ultrasonic vibration. One drop of this solution was placed on a holey carbon film on a copper TEM grid. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was investigated too.

10.4.4 XANES
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) data were measured in transmission at beam-line C of the HASYLAB synchrotron in Hamburg. The beam-line was equipped with a Si(111) double crystal monochromator, which was detuned to 60 % of the maximum intensity to avoid higher harmonics. A cobalt foil was simultaneously measured as a reference with a third ionization chamber. Samples were reduced in-situ in He/H₂ = 2/1 in a dedicated cell and in order to measure EXAFS it was cooled down to liquid-nitrogen temperature.
Spectra of cobalt foil and CoO were measured as references. Extraction of the EXAFS data from the measured absorption spectra was performed with the XDAP code using standard procedures, averaging over three scans. Normalization was done at 50 eV after the absorption edge using cubic spline routines for the background subtraction. To obtain information on the extend of the reduction focus has only been put on the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) part of the XAS data.

10.5 Results and discussion
10.5.1 Activity of manganese promoted cobalt catalysts
The activity of catalysts containing 17 wt% Co, 0.05 wt% Pt, and different manganese contents were tested in the Fischer-Tropsch process. These catalysts were calcined using either an NO calcination or an air calcination. All the catalysts were reduced at 550 °C. In the following their steady state performance at 1 bar and 220 °C will be compared. The flows were adjusted to obtain 2 % CO conversion. The activity was calculated as CTY-values:
CTY = $F_{CO} \times X_{CO} / m_{CO}$,

where $F_{CO}$ is the molar feed of CO (mole/s) after adjusting to 2 % CO conversion, $X_{CO}$ is the measured fraction of CO converted (close to 2 %), and $m_{Co}$ is the mass of cobalt (g).

Figure 10.4 shows the activity expressed as CTY values as a function of the manganese content in the sample, expressed as a cobalt manganese ratio.

\[ \text{Figure 10.4} \quad \text{Catalytic activity plotted vs. Co:Mn ratio for an air calcined series and an NO calcined series of catalysts. All catalysts contain 0.05 wt% Pt and they are all reduced at 550 °C. The activity is measured at 220 °C at steady state after the flows has been adjusted to obtain 2 % CO conversion.} \]

The first thing worth noticing is the tremendous impact the calcination method has on the activity. For some of these catalysts the activity is improved by more than a factor of 3 when using NO calcination instead of the standard air calcination. The increase in activity is in accordance with previous work \cite{95} done with monometallic cobalt catalysts, but the influence has never previous been investigated for samples containing more than one metal. If looking at the two series individually, a few thing should be noted. For the air calcined samples the activities are in all cases lower for the manganese promoted samples than for the monometallic cobalt sample, as would be expected since manganese is a selectivity promoter, and expected to decrease the activity. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the influence of the amount of manganese is rather limited when studying samples with Co:Mn=1:x, where $x = 8, 12, 16$. The sample with Co:Mn=4:1 shows slightly lower activities indicating that with too much manganese present, the activity will drop further. If looking closer into the NO calcined samples it is seen that the activity of the Co:Mn=1:x, where $x = 8, 12, 16$, catalysts are actually higher than for the Co sample. This is a rather surprising result which later will be discussed further. Compared to the air calcined samples the NO calcined samples show an
activity dependence of the amount of manganese present. The optimum activity is found for Co:Mn=12:1, and for that reason this catalyst has been chosen to be the primary target for further studies where only one of the manganese promoted catalyst could be examined due to the time limitation of the project. When increasing the Co:Mn ratio even further the activity drops dramatically - the sample with Co:Mn=4:1 shows rather poor activity. This means that the same trend is seen for both calcination series in that respect – too high manganese content is lowering the activity of the sample. As manganese is expected to be a C$_5^+$ selectivity promoter based on the literature$^{96, 97}$, this is investigated by plotting the values for the selectivity as a function of the manganese content, as shown in Figure 10.5.

![Figure 10.5](image)

**Figure 10.5** C$_5^+$ selectivities for air- and NO calcined samples containing 0.05wt% Pt, reduced at 550°C. The measurements are performed at 220 °C at steady state and at 2 % CO conversion.

From Figure 10.5 it can be seen that air calcined samples have a higher C$_5^+$ selectivity than the NO calcined samples in all cases. This is exactly what was expected based on the preliminary experiments done on the monometallic cobalt system$^{95}$. Furthermore, it is seen that the addition of manganese improves the C$_5^+$ selectivity compared to the cobalt catalyst in all cases. The C$_5^+$ selectivity is more or less constant for all the manganese containing samples within a calcination series, meaning that no clear correlation between the C$_5^+$ selectivity and the manganese content (as long as manganese is present) is observed.

### 10.5.2 Influence of platinum

A number of catalysts without platinum was prepared and compared to the corresponding samples with platinum, to investigate the effect on the activity of adding platinum. In Figure
10.6 A comparison of activities at 220 °C for catalysts with and without platinum are shown. All these catalysts were reduced at 550 °C.

Figure 10.6 Comparison of catalytic activities for catalysts with and without platinum. All catalysts are reduced at 550 °C. The activity is measured at 220 °C at steady state after the flows has been adjusted to obtain 2 % CO conversion.

Figure 10.6 shows that the addition of platinum leaves the activity almost unchanged in the samples where manganese is present. For the cobalt air calcined sample the difference in activity whether or not platinum is present is negligible too. However, for the NO calcined Co sample the situation is different. In this case the addition of platinum lowers the activity significantly. A possible explanation is that the platinum increases the degree of reduction, and enhances the possibility of sintering whereby the activity lowered. It is understandable that sintering might occur to a higher degree for the NO calcined cobalt sample than for the air calcined sample – in the NO calcined sample the particles are small and can easily migrate and sinter together, while for the air calcined samples the particles are already large and clustered together, as illustrated in the TEM images in Figure 9.2. Thus, it can be imagined that even small changes in the NO calcined sample will change the activity a lot. Since this is not a problem for the platinum containing manganese promoted samples, this might be the reason for these catalysts to be more active than the platinum containing cobalt catalyst in the NO calcined series in Figure 10.4.

In order to see if the addition of platinum has an effect it is not sufficient to investigate the activity - the C₅⁺ selectivity for these two series of catalysts, with and without platinum, must be examined as well. The results of a selectivity comparison are shown in Figure 10.7.
The selectivity is found to be rather independent of the presence of platinum in these samples where the activity was not affected either: the air calcined Co sample and all the manganese promoted samples. This means that the only sample where the C$_5^+$ selectivity is significantly affected is the NO calcined Co sample. In this case the C$_5^+$ selectivity is higher for the platinum containing sample. This is expected if the theory about sintering in the sample is correct, since it has previously observed that samples with large particles exhibit higher selectivities than samples with small particles (see Table 9.1). Based on the unchanged activities and selectivities for the manganese containing samples, it is expected that the manganese protect the samples from sintering.

### 10.5.3 Reduction at different temperatures

Since sintering is closely related to reducibility, it became interesting to look into the impact of the reduction, and hereby the reduction temperature. This was investigated for two platinum containing catalysts, a Co catalyst and a catalyst with Co:Mn=12:1 after NO calcination. In Figure 10.8 the activity (expressed as CTY values), and the C$_1$ and C$_5^+$ selectivity for the catalysts are plotted, showing their catalytic performance after having been reduced at different temperatures.
For the cobalt catalyst the activity is seen to be very dependent on the reduction temperature. At 450 °C the activity is highest and it is decreasing with increasing reduction temperature. The C$_5$+ selectivity is slightly higher the higher the reduction temperature gets. However, the difference in C$_5$+ selectivity for the three experiments within this series is low. For the Co:Mn=12:1 catalyst the activity is highest at 450 °C. At higher reduction temperature the activity decreases, probably due to sintering. When performing the reduction at 400 °C the activity is lower than after a reduction at 450 °C, which probably can be explained by the catalyst not being fully reduced at 400 °C. The C$_5$+ selectivity is also found to decrease slightly with increasing reduction temperatures as for the cobalt catalyst. However, the effect on the activity as a function of the reduction temperature is more pronounced than the difference in C$_5$+ selectivity. The conclusion based on these two investigated catalysts is, that it is advantageous to use 450 °C as a standard reduction temperature for future experiments instead of the 500 °C used in most cases in this work.

10.5.4 Anderson-Schultz-Flory distribution

For all catalysts the product distribution was investigated by making an Anderson-Schultz-Flory (ASF) plot. An example of such a plot is shown in Figure 10.9 where a logarithmic plot of the concentration (ppm) of carbon chains of length $n$, C$_n$, is shown as a function of $n$, for $n = 1,\ldots,12$. The catalyst investigated here is the NO calcined Co:Mn=12:1+0.05wt%Pt sample after reduction at 450 °C. The numbering of the curves indicates after how many
hours from the beginning of the reaction (temperature 220 °C, flows changed from the reduction gas to the syn-gas), the investigated gas sample was taken. Sample 1-6 (before steady state) and 12-13 (after steady state) were taken when the flows of CO and H₂ were 1.5 and 3.0 ml/min, respectively. Sample 14 and 15 were taken after the flows were adjusted to obtain 2 % CO conversion at steady state.

![Anderson-Schulz-Flory plot for a catalyst with the composition Co:Mn=12:1+0.05wt%Pt, calcined in NO and reduced at 450°C.](image)

The first thing that can be noticed is that the points for C₃-C₁₂ form a straight line, in accordance with the distribution. In this part of the curve the amounts of the different products decrease monotonously with increasing chain length. C₁ and C₂ are exceptions. This fact is well known from the literature¹⁰³ and can be explained. More C₁ than predicted by extrapolation from the line is formed, since the C₁ formation result in termination for polymer growth. On the other hand there seems to be too little C₂ products. This can be explained by the fact that C₂ can work as insertion unit in the chain growth, meaning that a part of the C₂ will be used as building blocks for longer chains before the reaction is terminated and the C₂ molecule is liberated from the catalytic active sites. It is seen that the trend in these curves are the same, independent on the time at which they are taken. The slight decrease in amount of product with time can be related to the loose of activity for the catalyst in the induction period and thereby decrease in CO conversion until steady state is reached.
10.5.5 Paraffins and olefins
When investigating the product distribution it is also useful to investigate the paraffin/olefin (P/O) ratio. A logarithmic plot of P/O is plotted versus the number of carbon atoms in the chain, as shown in Figure 10.10. This is done for the same catalyst, Co:Mn=12:1+0.05wt%Pt, for which the ASF distribution was illustrated. The data for both plots were obtained during the same experiment and at the same times.

![Logarithmic plot of the paraffin/olefin ratio versus the carbon number for a catalyst with the composition Co:Mn=12:1+0.05wt%Pt, calcined in NO and reduced at 450°C.](image)

Figure 10.10 Logarithmic plot of the paraffin/olefin ratio versus the carbon number for a catalyst with the composition Co:Mn=12:1+0.05wt%Pt, calcined in NO and reduced at 450°C.

Again, it is seen that C2 is behaving different than the others; the paraffin/olefin ratio is higher for C2 than for the other carbon chains. The relatively low formation of olefins can again be explained by the fact that intermediates of this can act as a monomer in the polymer growth whereby the formed paraffin can not react further and terminates the process. From C3 and up a monotonous increase in the paraffin/olefin ratio is observed.

It should be mentioned that the trend in the ASF-plot and the P/O-plot is representative for all the investigated catalysts. Surely the values vary, as it would be expected, which can be seen in section 10.5.6.

10.5.6 Comparison of the catalysts
In Table 10.1 the $\alpha$, $C_1$, $C_5+$ values and the ratio between paraffin and olefins for $C_2$, $C_4$, and $C_8$ are shown for the different catalyst systems discussed in this chapter along with particle size and reduction temperature, making it easier to see and compare all the data.
Table 10.1 Comparison of important parameters for the FT catalysts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Co %</th>
<th>NO calcinations</th>
<th>Air calcinations</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Selectivity</th>
<th>Paraffin/Olefin Ratio</th>
<th>C_H</th>
<th>C_2</th>
<th>C_3</th>
<th>C_4</th>
<th>CTY 10^4</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>C_5</th>
<th>C_6</th>
<th>C_7</th>
<th>C_8</th>
<th>C_9</th>
<th>C_10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co+0.05%Pt</td>
<td>18.93</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co+0.05%Pt</td>
<td>18.89</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co+0.05%Pt</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air calcinations</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction temperature</td>
<td>17.94</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples without Pt</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10.5.7 Induction period

Another interesting parameter to examine is the induction period of the catalysts. It was investigated how the catalytic behavior changed from the time where the gases were shifted to CO/H₂ and until the next day when steady state was obtained. The over-all decreases in activity for the air calcined series of catalysts as well as the NO calcined series are shown in Figure 10.11.

![Figure 10.11 Decrease in activity for platinum containing catalyst (in percentage) from the time where the experiments were started (shift from gas used for reduction to syn-gas) and until steady state was reached. The green point is connected with great uncertainty. All catalysts are reduced at 550 °C for 2 h before the tests.](image)

There is in general a clear relation between the decrease in activity during the induction period and the final activities at steady state – the less percentage decrease the higher final activity. The NO calcined catalyst with Co:Mn=12:1, which is found to have the highest CTY at steady state, has the lowest decrease in activity during the induction period. In the NO calcined series a huge decrease in activity is found for the catalyst containing most manganese, Co:Mn=4:1, which is indeed the least active catalyst within that series. For the air calcined series, it should be mentioned that the catalyst with Co:Mn=4:1 has very low initial activity, making it difficult to determine the decrease in activity and compare it fair with the other data. Therefore care should be taken when using the value for this data point (green) too quantitatively. Except for this data point, the other data in the air calcined series follow the same tendency regarding final activity and decrease in activity during the induction period as the NO calcined samples. Furthermore the air calcined samples seem to loose more activity before steady state is reached than the NO calcined samples. Again this trend is in accordance
with the activity found after steady state – the NO calcined samples are more catalytically active than the air calcined series.

### 10.6 Characterization

#### 10.6.1 XANES

The catalysts were characterized in different ways. In order to look into the reducibility aspect as described previously, XANES analysis were performed on selected samples. This technique allowed determination of the degree of the reduction. The degree of reduction was established from the whiteline intensities using an extrapolation between a Co foil sample and a cobalt(II) oxide sample. The spectra are shown in Figure 10.12.

![Figure 10.12 XANES of selected catalysts and cobalt (Co foil) and cobalt oxide (CoO) as references. The calcination method and the reduction temperatures are indicated in the parentheses. In all cases where Pt is present, it is a total loading of 0.05 wt%.

The degrees of the reduction calculated from the spectra are summarized in Table 10.2.](image-url)
Table 10.2 Degree of reduction calculated from the XANES experiments, the numbers in parentheses show the reduction temperatures in °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of reduction (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co:Mn=12:1+ Pt NO (450)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co+Pt NO (450)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co NO (450)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co NO (530)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co:Mn=12:1+Pt Air (450)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co+Pt Air (450)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these data several important conclusions can be extracted. If looking at the NO calcined cobalt samples with platinum it is seen to be completely reduced (96 %) at 450 °C, supporting the hypothesis that this sample is especially prone to sintering which might explain the low catalytic activity. The air calcined cobalt sample with platinum is also completely reduced (96 %), but since the particle sizes for air calcined sample is expected to be quite large as already seen in the TEM image (Figure 9.2) further sintering is not as problematic in this case as it is for the NO calcined sample. The NO calcined cobalt sample without platinum is not fully reduced (78 %) at 450 °C and therefore sintering is not a problem in this case. Apparently, the change in degree of reduction is surprisingly small for different reduction temperatures for an NO calcined cobalt sample not containing platinum (78 % at 450 °C and 82 % at 530 °C). The air calcined Co:Mn=12:1 sample with platinum shows a reduction degree of 94 % while the NO calcined sample shows a very low degree of reduction, namely 62 %. The air calcined samples seem to be protected from sintering by the manganese- at least the activity seems to stay high for this sample as mentioned previously. The low reduction degree of the NO calcined manganese containing sample is surprising, when compared to the high catalytic activity of this sample, and further characterization are needed in order to explain the effect.

### 10.6.2 XRD

XRD analyses were performed for all samples as a standard procedure. In Figure 10.13 the diffractograms are shown for a series of catalysts with different Co:Mn ratio all containing platinum. The diffractogram for a sample with given Co:Mn ratio is shown after air calcination and NO calcination, respectively.
The particle sizes were calculated using the Scherrer equation, evaluating the peak at $2\theta = 43^\circ$ originating from cobalt oxide. It is immediately clear from Figure 10.13 that this band is broader for the NO calcined samples than for the air calcined samples, showing that the NO calcined samples contain smaller particles than the air calcined samples.

Quantitatively the air calcined cobalt sample without manganese is found to have average particle sizes of 75 Å, while the NO calcined cobalt sample shows average particles of approximately 38 Å in diameter. For the other samples, it is observed that the particle sizes are the same within the same calcination series, independent of the manganese content. However, the average particle size for the manganese containing samples is different from the pure cobalt sample. The NO calcined Co:Mn containing catalysts have an average particle size of approximately 32 Å, while the air calcined samples have an average particle size close to 50 Å. The fact that all the manganese containing samples have almost the same particle sizes within a given calcination series, makes it possible to compare the samples directly without taking a potential particle size effect into account. Within the entire NO calcination series the particle size of the cobalt is close in size to the catalysts containing manganese. This means that the activity variation as a function of the manganese content within the NO calcination series can not be ascribed to particle size effects - the manganese promoter must play an active role. For the air calcined sample the monometallic cobalt sample shows significantly larger particles than the manganese containing samples. Apparently the manganese is capable of preventing cluster formation and keeping the particle size low, which is confirmed by the TEM.
10.6.3 TEM and EDX

TEM images were recorded for the platinum containing samples after \textit{ex-situ} reduction, and a couple of representative examples will be depicted and discussed here. In Figure 10.14 a TEM image of an air calcined cobalt sample is shown along with an NO calcined sample.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image1}\caption{TEM images of an air calcined Co sample (left) and an NO calcined Co sample (right).}
\end{figure}

From this it is clear that the particles in the air calcined sample have clustered together—typically 5 to 7 particles per cluster. The individual particles are found to be approximately 8 nm. From the figure of the same catalyst after an NO calcination, no cluster formation is observed, and particles around 4-5 nm are seen. In Figure 10.15 EDX and TEM are shown for an air calcined sample containing manganese, namely the sample with the cobalt manganese ratio Co:Mn=4:1.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image2}\caption{EDX (left) and TEM image (right) of an air calcined sample with Co:Mn=4:1.}
\end{figure}
EDX was performed on several places in the sample, giving a rough indication that the Co:Mn ratio is homogeneous in the sample and that the Co:Mn ratio is in the expected range, based on the impregnation. The TEM image shows that the particle size is approximately 4 nm and that the particles are evenly distributed without any tendency to cluster formation. The same is evident for all other air calcined manganese containing samples investigated. In Figure 10.16 the EDX and TEM for an NO calcined sample with Co:Mn=16:1 is shown.

![Figure 10.16](image.png)

Figure 10.16 EDX (left) and TEM image (right) of an NO calcined Co:Mn=16:1 sample.

Again EDX taken at different places in the sample suggest that the distribution of cobalt and manganese is homogeneous and that the ratio is, as it should be, based on the solution used for impregnation. However, it should be kept in mind that this is just an indication, due to the nature of the methods only very small parts of the samples are investigated, and it is therefore not a final proof for the homogeneity. The particle sizes are found to be in the range 3-4 nm for all the examined manganese containing NO calcined samples and no cluster formation is observed. Overall it can be concluded that the particle sizes found by TEM are in accordance with the results obtained from XRD.

10.7 The effect of manganese promotion

In this chapter the study of a Co:Mn system on silica was described. Multiple parameters were investigated, which might blur the picture of the over-all improvement of the catalytic performance. In Table 10.3 the original results for a Co catalyst being air calcined and NO calcined as discussed in section 9.3, is shown again, along with the best Co:Mn=12:1 catalysts prepared in this study.
Table 10.3 Comparison of activity data of the original Co catalysts together with the best manganese promoted cobalt catalyst found in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Activity ((10^{-5}\text{molCO g}_{\text{Co}}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}))</th>
<th>Selectivity (C_5^+) (%)</th>
<th>(C_5^+) yield ((10^{-5}\text{molCO g}_{\text{Co}}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air calcination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO calcination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co:Mn=12:1/SiO(_2)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO calcination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table it is clear that a lot is gained by the manganese promotion – the \(C_5^+\) yield is almost twice as big if it is compared to a standard air calcined Co catalyst. The manganese promoted cobalt catalysts is very active for the FT reaction and very \(C_5^+\) selective.

10.8 Conclusions and future work

A number of conclusions found in the study should be pointed out here. Manganese promotion of cobalt catalysts in combination with NO calcination resulted in promising FT catalysts. The manganese promoted catalysts was found to exhibit higher \(C_5^+\) selectivity than the cobalt catalysts and the NO calcined catalysts are in general more active catalysts than the air calcined catalysts. The best manganese promoted catalyst exhibited almost a factor of two higher \(C_5^+\) yield after NO calcination, than a standard air calcined cobalt catalyst. Addition of platinum has no influence on manganese promoted catalysts under the conditions used in this work; however, for the monometallic Co catalyst platinum has a significant effect. This indicates that it is most likely preferable not to add the platinum to any of the catalyst at all. The drying conditions examined were found not to influence the properties of the catalysts. The reduction temperature has a high influence on the activity, but only a slight effect on the selectivity. A temperature of 450 °C seems to be optimal for the catalysts investigated in this study.

The project leaves room for further work. First of all the catalysts could be tested under real Fischer-Tropsch conditions, meaning that high pressure should be applied. This is expected to
improve the overall performance of the catalysts even more, since higher pressures are known to increase the activity.

The temperature and duration of the calcination are other parameters which could be interesting to study in order to determine their impact on the catalytic activity.

Finally, it would be interesting to examine catalysts prepared on silica with different pore size to see if this would be a way to control particle size, selectivity and activity. A preliminary study was begun, but more work needs to be put into it, in order to draw well-documented conclusions.
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11 A new NH$_3$-SCR system for automotive applications

11.1 NO$_x$ pollution
Due to environmental concerns it is becoming steadily more important to reduce the release of environmental unfriendly compounds to the surroundings. Nitrogen oxides, NO$_x$, belong to this class of harmful compounds, for which emission should be reduced to a minimum. One of the main components of NO$_x$ in exhaust gas is nitric oxide, NO, which is known to be an indirect greenhouse gas. A high level of NO can result in oxygen depletion, acid rain, and forest and crops damage. Furthermore, the gas is poisonous to humans when inhaled$^{104}$. The other nitrogen oxides are known to be environmentally unfriendly as well. Thus, it is of huge importance to reduce the amount of nitrogen oxides released from combustion processes in order to protect the environment.

NO$_x$ originates from combustion of fuel in air at high temperature in stationary as well as automotive units.$^{105}$ Since a part of the problem is caused by the presence of nitrogen in air, if the combustion takes place at high temperatures, the pollution is seen for both fossil and biofuels - even if nitrogen containing compounds are not present in the fuel. If the fuel contains nitrogen, this will, however, contribute significantly to the NO$_x$ pollution. In this study the main focus will be on the removal of NO$_x$ from automotive applications. Approximately one fifth of the total global emission of NO$_x$ originates from vehicles.$^{106, 107}$ Since this is a significant part of the total pollution, it is an important task to reduce this pollution source. It should be noted that not all vehicles contribute to the pollution. For vehicles driven by normal gasoline, the NO is removed by a traditional three-way catalyst.$^6$ However, for vehicles based on lean burn, this catalyst can not be applied. This is due to the huge excess of oxygen, making the reduction of NO impossible over the three-way catalyst. The lean burn principle is always applied in diesel automotives and sometimes in gasoline driven automotives in order to improve the fuel economy. The total number of diesel cars is increasing steadily at the moment, motivating the research related to finding ways to reduce the NO$_x$ level released from these cars.$^{106, 108}$ In several regions, such as Europe, USA, and Japan, legislations are already used to control the amount of NO$_x$ being released$^{109}$. During the last years the restrictions have been continually increased, making the demand for finding new method to eliminate the NO$_x$ compounds in exhaust gases even more important$^{107}$. 


11.2 Selective catalytic reduction

11.2.1 Introduction to SCR

One way to eliminate the problem with NO\textsubscript{x} pollution from automotive applications is by selective catalytic reduction, SCR. There are two important parameters in this reaction that can be changed and optimized: the reductant and the catalyst. The reaction can be performed using ammonia or hydrocarbons as reducing agents. Ammonia seems to be most promising since hydrocarbons get oxidized at high temperature\textsuperscript{110}. The result of this unwanted oxidation process is that less NO\textsubscript{x} is reduced. The problem is less pronounced when NH\textsubscript{3} is used.

When ammonia is used as the reductant it is injected into the exhaust gas prior to the SCR-catalyst\textsuperscript{111}. The reaction scheme for NH\textsubscript{3}-SCR of NO can be written as\textsuperscript{112}:

$$4\text{NH}_3 + 4\text{NO} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow 4\text{N}_2 + 6\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

It is well known, that the reaction proceeds more efficiently if NO\textsubscript{2} is present. The most optimal ratio between NO and NO\textsubscript{2} is found to be 1\textsuperscript{113, 114} – in this case the reaction is called fast SCR and the reaction scheme is given by\textsuperscript{112}:

$$2\text{NH}_3 + \text{NO} + \text{NO}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{N}_2 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

Vanadium-based catalysts are normally used for the SCR reaction in stationary applications, but for reasons that will be discussed later, this type of catalysts is not desirable for automotive applications.

An alternative to SCR, when it comes to NO\textsubscript{x} removal, is the lean NO\textsubscript{x} trap method\textsuperscript{115}, where a NO\textsubscript{x} storage catalyst is used. Such a system is based on an adsorption material, such as alkali or earth alkali metal oxides, along with palladium group metals used for oxidation and reforming, meaning that it is an expensive system\textsuperscript{116}. Furthermore, the system is connected to a fuel penalty since the catalyst has to be regenerated from time to time, which is done while the engine is running outside the fuel economic interval. Another disadvantage of the lean NO\textsubscript{x} trap method is that it is very sensitive to sulfur – more than 1 ppm sulfur in the fuel will cause problems\textsuperscript{111}. At the moment the sulfur content in fuel is significantly higher and it is not expected to be lowered sufficiently in the nearest future to meet the criteria\textsuperscript{117}. This means that SCR seems to be the only feasible way to approach the problem with NO\textsubscript{x} emission from vehicles at the moment.
11.2.2 Ammonia sources

11.2.2.1 Urea

Ammonia seems to be the most optimal reductant in the SCR process and it can easily be applied in stationary applications, where the system can be connected to a liquid ammonia tank. However, using ammonia in automotive applications constitutes a considerable safety risk and is simply too dangerous\textsuperscript{118, 119, 120}. Therefore, other indirect ways to supply the system with ammonia have been considered. In the literature the main focus has been on urea, (NH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}CO, as an indirect ammonia storage medium\textsuperscript{119}. Urea is non-toxic, which makes it easier to handle safely\textsuperscript{121}. The decomposition reaction of urea liberates ammonia and forms isocyanic acid, according to the reaction scheme\textsuperscript{107}:

\begin{equation}
(NH_2)_2CO \rightarrow NH_3 + HNCO; \ t > 160^\circ C
\end{equation}

The isocyanic acid can be hydrolyzed, using a hydrolysis catalyst\textsuperscript{122}, whereby another equivalent of ammonia is formed\textsuperscript{107}:

\begin{equation}
HNCO + H_2O \rightarrow NH_3 + CO_2; \ t > 200^\circ C
\end{equation}

It should be noted that the urea system has been carefully studied and it has been found that many side reactions take place, which complicates the picture\textsuperscript{123}. The complexity makes it hard to control the amount of ammonia formed and released. This is problematic since it is important to control the NH\textsubscript{3}/NO\textsubscript{x} ratio precisely in the SCR reaction. In addition to the system being complicated, there are several other disadvantages with urea as an indirect ammonia source, which will be briefly sketched here. Urea is often used in the form of an aqueous solution of 32.5 wt\% urea in water (i.e. AdBlue\textsuperscript{®})\textsuperscript{124}. The liquid is corrosive, which can result in problems when it comes to handling it. The low ammonia density makes the storage volume non-optimal compared to other ammonia storages. Decomposition of urea takes place to a small extend at temperatures as low as 50 °C meaning that some ammonia gas will build up in the storage tank. The freezing point of AdBlue is -11 °C, which is non-optimal when a vehicle is started on a winter day in a cold area. The urea is injected to the exhaust by spraying it as an aerosol, when it is used in the form of AdBlue. If the liquid is freezing or if decomposition and formation of deposit particles or solids takes place, clogging can occur thereby blocking the system\textsuperscript{125, 126}.

A slip catalyst needs to be incorporated into the system before the exhaust is released\textsuperscript{119}. The purpose of the slip catalyst is to handle solid deposit released from walls of the exhaust line. Such solids appear when bursts of ammonia are formed due to increase in exhaust
temperature related to e.g. acceleration. Slip catalysts are oxidation catalysts based on platinum or palladium, which are expensive metals.

Furthermore, a hydrolysis catalyst is needed to utilize all the ammonia or alternatively the SCR catalyst must be designed to handle the hydrolysis reaction along with SCR\textsuperscript{121}.

In Figure 11.1 two different SCR related NO\textsubscript{x} removal schemes are shown, both describing the situation from the NO\textsubscript{x} release in the exhaust to the time when gas is emitted from the vehicle to the environment.

**Figure 11.1** Two different paths for NO\textsubscript{x} removal by NH\textsubscript{3}-SCR are shown. The upper path in the diagram shows when urea is used as an indirect ammonia source. The lower path shows the simplified system when metal ammines are used as a direct ammonia source. The urea-based system is more complicated due to the necessary hydrolysis and slip catalyst steps.

The urea based system is shown in the upper path of the diagram. In this path a hydrolysis catalyst, an SCR catalyst and a slip catalyst is needed after the particulate filter. The hydrolysis catalyst is typically not working at low temperatures which is problematic in urban driving stop-and-go traffic, meaning that it would be desirable to develop a system where it is not needed e.g. by using another ammonia source. Moreover, if a new SCR catalyst with low temperature activity is designed, an over-all system operating at lower temperature could be established, since the conversion of urea no longer would be the bottle-neck.
A new NH$_3$-SCR system for automotive applications

Several years of research within this field has not yet solved the problems related to urea as ammonia source for SCR, thus it seems appropriate to look at other possibilities. When designing a new system, it is important to ensure low cost, low fuel penalty, high safety, high ammonia capacity, and controlled ammonia release. A proposal for a new system will be given in the next sections where the possibilities of using metal ammines as an ammonia source in SCR combined with non-vanadium-based catalysts, such as iron-containing zeolites, will be discussed.

### 11.2.2.2 Metal ammines

By using metal ammines as ammonia source for the SCR reaction the ammonia is released directly opposite to urea$^{111}$. The slip catalyst and hydrolysis catalyst can thus be avoided and the over-all process can be performed at lower temperatures with a proper SCR catalyst since the temperature restriction related to the hydrolysis catalyst is gone.

A range of different metal ammines has been known for many years and the compounds are in general well-described and their properties well-characterized$^{127}$. As examples of these complexes Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$, Ca(NH$_3$)$_8$Cl$_2$, and Sr(NH$_3$)$_8$Cl$_2$ can be mentioned. The focus here will be on Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$. The complex can easily be prepared from NH$_3$ and MgCl$_2$ the latter being a non-toxic and wide-available salt.

The reaction schemes and enthalpies for the reaction between MgCl$_2$ and NH$_3$ are given by$^{111}$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MgCl}_2(s) + \text{NH}_3(g) & \rightarrow \text{Mg(NH}_3)_2\text{Cl}_2(s); \quad \Delta_f H = -87.0 \text{kJ/mol NH}_3 \\
\text{Mg(NH}_3)_2\text{Cl}_2(s) + \text{NH}_3(g) & \rightarrow \text{Mg(NH}_3)_6\text{Cl}_2(s); \quad \Delta_f H = -74.9 \text{kJ/mol NH}_3 \\
\text{Mg(NH}_3)_6\text{Cl}_2(s) + 4\text{NH}_3(g) & \rightarrow \text{Mg(NH}_3)_6\text{Cl}_2(s); \quad \Delta_f H = -55.6 \text{kJ/mol NH}_3 
\end{align*}
\]

The adsorption of ammonia is seen to be exothermic, while the desorption is endothermic.

When considering safety for metal ammines, vapor pressure is an important parameter. The vapor pressure can be established either experimentally or by calculations using the van’t Hoff relationship:

\[
\ln(p) = -\Delta H_{des}/RT + \Delta S_{des}/R,
\]

where \(p\) is the vapour pressure, \(H_{des}\) is the desorption enthalpy, \(S_{des}\) is the desorption entropy, \(T\) is the absolute temperature, and \(R\) is the gas constant.

The complex Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$ has a vapor pressure of 2.2 mbar at 300 K, which means that the compound is approximately 30,000 times less volatile than liquid ammonia$^{128}$. A compound with such a low vapor pressure can be considered as safe. Only ammonia can be liberated during decomposition meaning that no blocking of the system due to solids will take place.
Design of heterogeneous catalysts

The ammonia storage capacity is an important parameter in order for the system to be of practical use. Normally Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$ is a polycrystalline powder with a low density, but it is possible to prepare solid units of the compound, e.g. AdAmmine, with a high density. Furthermore, it has turned out that nano-pores are formed during desorption, which facilitates complete desorption.

When it comes to storage capacity a 100 g (~80 ml) block of Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$, AdAmmine, can store 51.7 g NH$_3$ which equals 74 l of NH$_3$ gas at 1 bar and 20 °C. In Figure 11.2 the ammonia capacity in storage is shown for liquid ammonia, AdAmmine (Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$) and Adblue (urea). If the storage of AdAmmine is compared to Adblue, it contains 3.1 times more ammonia per volume or 2.8 times per mass. The storage capacity of AdAmmine is as good as the capacity of liquid ammonia stored at room temperature under a pressure of 8-9 bars.

![Figure 11.2](image)

Figure 11.2 Ammonia capacity in kg/m$^3$ for ammonia (NH$_3$(l), 8-9 bar, 25 °C) AdAmmine (Mg(NH$_3$)$_6$Cl$_2$(s)) and Adblue (32.5 wt% urea in water).

In a typical vehicle 5 kg of NH$_3$ for the SCR reaction is needed to run the car for 25,000-30,000 km. This is considered to be a reasonable service interval for cars, and therefore the minimum of ammonia for which there should be storage room. The request demands 25 l (27.4 kg) Adblue or 8 l (9.7 kg) AdAmmine showing that the storage capacity of a metal ammine can be optimized to be considerably higher than for a traditional urea source.

By summing up it has been shown that metal amines are safe, relatively inexpensive, easy to handle, does not take up much space (compared to the amount of ammonia which can be liberated from the solid), and furthermore no blocking of the system occur since only gas is liberated. These properties make it an interesting alternative to urea. The path for metal ammimes as ammonia source in vehicles is shown in the lower path of the diagram in Figure
11.1. The path is simpler than the urea path since both the hydrolysis catalyst and the slip catalyst can be omitted.

11.2.3 Catalyst for the SCR reaction

11.2.3.1 Vanadium-based catalysts

The catalyst is a very important part of the SCR reaction and it will be discussed in this section. The NH$_3$-SCR reaction can, as mentioned previously, be applied for both stationary and automotive applications. For stationary applications a mixture of high oxidation state oxides of vanadium (V$_2$O$_5$) and tungsten (WO$_3$) on titania are normally used and it can in principle be applied in automotive applications\textsuperscript{132, 133}. However, several disadvantages are connected to the use of vanadia, which makes it undesirable for automotive applications. During the process vanadia can be lost and thereby released to the surroundings causing an environmental risk since it is poisonous. The activities of the vanadium-based catalysts are low at low temperatures. At higher temperatures it is possible to obtain higher activity but at the same time the selectivity is lowered considerably. The low selectivity is due to the competitive ammonia oxidation. The compromise between activity/selectivity and temperature can be accepted in stationary applications. In automotive application it is, however, not satisfying. Another disadvantage with vanadia is observed when sulfur is present in the fuel, since the vanadium catalyst is capable of oxidizing sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide\textsuperscript{134}. This results in a decrease in selectivity along with environmental problem with acid rain from sulfuric acid. Based on these problems with the commercially used vanadium catalyst it is clear that there is a need for designing and optimizing the catalyst system for NO$_x$ removal in mobile applications. It would be attractive to find a low temperature catalyst. Intense effort has been put into developing a new catalyst system, and the most promising materials suggested to date seem to be based on zeolites.

11.2.3.2 Zeolites as catalysts

About 20 years ago research concerning zeolites and their use for NO$_x$ removal in the SCR reaction began. Since then a range of different zeolites such as FER, MFI, MOR, Y, and BEA, have been investigated\textsuperscript{135, 136, 137, 138}. Not surprisingly the performance is found to be highly dependent on the zeolite type used as well as the metal incorporated. The zeolite type that has been most investigated until now is ZSM-5. Different catalytically active metal centers have been studied. The focus with that respect has mainly been on transition metal such as Fe, Co,
Pt, and Cu\textsuperscript{139, 140, 141}. Copper-containing zeolite catalysts were the first metal system found to be catalytically active in the SCR reaction, and therefore the copper system has been thoroughly studied. Cu-zeolites are known to be active in SCR both when ammonia and hydrocarbons are used as the reducing agent\textsuperscript{112, 142}. Many examples of high activities of copper-containing zeolites are known from the literature. A 2.4 wt% Cu/ZSM-5 has e.g. been claimed to be more active than a vanadium reference catalyst for NH\textsubscript{3}-SCR\textsuperscript{143}. However, one very critical disadvantage is found for the copper-containing zeolites – they show limited hydrothermal stability\textsuperscript{144}. This means that water will poison the catalyst fast. Due to this a search for other systems has begun, since the probability of copper-containing catalyst finding use in automotive applications is low.

11.2.3.3 Iron-containing zeolites

Among the investigated metals iron seems to be a promising alternative to copper. Iron is non-toxic and therefore safe to use. At the same time the price of iron is attractive\textsuperscript{145}. Regarding performance iron-containing zeolites exhibit high activities and selectivities in a wide temperature window. Over exchanged Fe/ZSM-5 is the most studied system both with respect to preparation, characterization, and activity measurements\textsuperscript{146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152}. A few examples of these iron systems should be mentioned. Catalysts prepared by sublimation of iron(III) chloride on the zeolites are found to exhibit high activity and stability in broad temperature interval\textsuperscript{144}. Other catalysts have been prepared by introducing the iron via ion exchange and these catalysts has been claimed to be even better than a V\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}-WO\textsubscript{3}/TiO\textsubscript{2} reference\textsuperscript{146}. Catalysts prepared with impregnations are found to work well too. In conventional zeolites diffusion is often a rate limiting step. Recently it has been shown that this problem can be overcome by using mesoporous zeolites\textsuperscript{153, 154}. Advantages by using mesoporous zeolites instead of conventional zeolites are, that a better metal dispersion is obtained along with higher accessibility to the active sites\textsuperscript{155}. At temperatures higher than 400 °C the mesoporous iron-containing zeolites, Fe/H-ZSM-5 and Fe/H-ZSM-12, are found to be more active in the NH\textsubscript{3}-SCR reaction than a V\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}/TiO\textsubscript{2} reference catalyst\textsuperscript{156}. Since iron-containing zeolites exhibit high activities in a broad temperature window, particularly at low temperatures, they seem to be attractive not only when urea is used as the ammonia source but especially in the case where direct ammonia dosing takes place, e.g. from metal ammines.
12 Iron-containing zeolites

12.1 Introduction

In this work the focus has been put on iron-containing zeolites. Iron-containing zeolites were synthesized and their activities were tested in the NH₃-based selective catalytic reduction of NO. Especially the BEA zeolite system has been studied in detail after a comparison of different iron-containing zeolites, beta, ZSM-5, and ZSM-12, and a vanadia reference catalyst, revealed that the iron-containing beta (BEA) catalyst exhibits superior catalytic activity for the NH₃-SCR reaction. The influence of the iron-content in the BEA zeolite was investigated along with the effect of different preparation methods on the catalytic performance.

In Figure 12.1 the framework type for ZSM-12 (MTW), ZSM-5 (MFI), and beta (BEA) are shown.

If looking into the structures of these three different zeolite types, some differences are noticed. ZSM-12 has only straight channels (5.6 x 6.0 Å), while ZSM-5 has both straight (5.3 x 5.6 Å) and sinusoidal (5.1 x 5.5 Å) channels. Thus, ZSM-5 has smaller pores than ZSM-12. The BEA zeolite has on the other hand a more open porosity than ZSM-5 as well as a tridirectional pore network consistent of both straight (6.6 x 6.7 Å) and sinusoidal (5.6 x 5.6 Å) channels. Due to these differences the BEA zeolite is expected to exhibit the highest diffusion rate among the examined zeolites.
12.2 Experimental

12.2.1 Catalyst preparation
In this study three different conventional iron-containing zeolites, ZSM-5, ZSM-12, and BEA, have been compared. The ZSM-5 and ZSM-12 catalysts have previously been prepared and optimized, and detailed preparation recipes can be found elsewhere\textsuperscript{156}. The synthesis of BEA is investigated and optimized in this study. The BEA catalyst was prepared in different ways; methods to synthesise respectively small and large zeolite crystals will be given, along with a description of two ways to add the iron after the zeolite has been prepared, incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) and ion exchange (IE). Finally a zeolite synthesis where the iron is introduced directly into the framework during the synthesis, called isomorphous substitution (IS), will be described.

12.2.2 Synthesis of conventional BEA (small crystals)
The synthesis was optimized by changing parameters such as the type of silica gel, the aging temperature, and the aging time. The best recipe found is described below.

12.2.2.1 Na-BEA (Si/Al = 50)
3.5 g of sodium aluminate was dissolved in 25 ml of water and added drop-wise to a solution of 1.5 g of sodium hydroxide in 10 ml of water. The solution was stirred for 10 min. Then 30 g of silicium oxide (Sigma-Aldrich Silica Gel, Grade 62, 60-200 mesh, 150 Å) was added slowly to the basic solution under stirring. Finally, 92 g of an aqueous 40 wt\% tetaethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH) solution was added slowly to the solution under stirring. The mixture was covered by parafilm and left for 2 h under continuous stirring at room temperature to obtain a homogeneous colorless gel. The gel was poured into a Teflon cup in a stainless steel autoclave (with a total volume of 250 ml) and sealed. It was placed in an oven at 140 °C for 120 h after which it was quenched with cold water. The resulting material was filtered and washed with multiple portions of deionised water until the filtrate was pH neutral (approximately a total of 2 l of water was needed). The sample was dried at room temperature over night, followed by heating it to 110 °C for ½ h. The template was removed from the zeolite by heating it in air to 550 °C during 4 h and leaving it at 550 °C for 18 h before cooling to room temperature.
12.2.2 NH₄-BEA
In order to obtain the NH₄-form of the BEA zeolite, the Na-BEA zeolite was treated with ammonium nitrate. This was done by stirring Na-BEA with 1 M NH₄NO₃ for 4 h at 80 °C, in such a way that 30 g of solution was used for each 1 g of zeolite. After this step the zeolite was filtered, washed with a total of 2 l deionised water and dried over night at room temperature. The next day the entire procedure was repeated in order to achieve a total substitution of the sodium ion with ammonium ions.

12.2.2.3 H-BEA
The H-BEA was obtained by heat-treatment of the NH₄-BEA: The zeolite on NH₄-form was placed in an oven and ramped to 450 °C during 2 h. The temperature of 450 °C was kept for 4 h, followed by cooling to room temperature. The yield was approximately 10 g.

12.2.3 Incorporation of iron in the zeolite
The iron was incorporated into the BEA zeolite in three different ways: incipient wetness impregnation (IWI), ion exchange (IE), and isomorphous substitution (IS). In the first two methods, IWI and IE, the iron was introduced to the H-BEA zeolite after the synthesis of the zeolite was finished. In the last case, IS, the method differs by introducing the iron to the zeolite directly during the synthesis by substituting some of the aluminium with iron.

12.2.3.1 Incipient wetness impregnation (IWI)
IWI was used as a standard method to introduce iron to the zeolite. Samples with iron-content between 1 and 5 wt% were prepared: 1.0, 2.0, 2.8, 3.0, and 5.0 wt%. The pore volume of the zeolite was determined by BET and the solutions of iron(III) nitrate in water was prepared in such a way that the desired iron concentration could be obtained by one impregnation or, in the cases of high iron content, by multiple impregnations: A given amount of the H-BEA zeolite was impregnated by drop-wise adding the corresponding volume of the iron containing solution. The sample was covered by parafilm and left for 1 h in order for the iron ions to get evenly distributed in the zeolite. The sample was then dried at room temperature over night. Finally the sample was calcined by heating it in air to 450 °C during 2 h. The temperature was kept for 4 h and the sample was then cooled to room temperature.

12.2.3.2 Ion-exchange (IE)
The IE was performed by treating 1.25 g of H-BEA zeolite with 0.5 l of a 2 mM iron(III) nitrate solution. The suspension was stirred for 48 h at room temperature. The zeolite was
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filtered off and washed with 0.5 l of deionised water. The sample was dried by heating it at 80 °C for 2 h followed by heating it to 450 °C during 1½ h and keeping it at 450 °C for 4 h thereby calcining the sample before cooling to room temperature.

12.2.3.3 Isomorphous substitution (IS)

By IS the iron is introduced directly to the gel during the synthesis on behalf on the aluminium content. Variable amount of aluminium can be substituted with iron. Two materials with different compositions were prepared: one where 100 % of the aluminium was substituted with iron and one where 50 % of the aluminium was substituted with iron. The description of the latter will be given here. The other zeolite can be synthesised the same way, just by omitting the addition of the sodium aluminate and doubling the amount of iron(III) nitrate.

Two solutions were prepared:

I: 0.79 g of NaAlO₂ was dissolved in 5 ml of water and the solution was added to a solution of 0.28 g of NaOH in 3.5 ml of water. Moreover, 11.90 g of aqueous 40 wt% tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH) was added.

II: 0.45 g of Fe(NO₃)₃·9H₂O was dissolved in 5 ml water and the solution was poured into 11.90 g aqueous 40 wt% TEAOH.

Solution I and II were poured simultaneously into 7.5 g SiO₂ during stirring. Mechanical stirring was continued until a homogeneous, red gel was obtained, as shown in Figure 12.2.

Figure 12.2 The red gel obtained by introducing iron directly during the synthesis of the BEA zeolite, is considerable more viscous than the gel obtained during the synthesis of the conventional H-BEA zeolite.
The gel was crystallized in a sealed autoclave at 120 °C for 140 h. The reaction was quenched by cooling the autoclave to room temperature. The product was filtered, washed with water until the filtrate was pH neutral, and dried at 120 °C for 1 h. The isolated material was heated in an oven to 550 °C during 4 h. The sample was kept in air at this temperature for 18 h and then cooled to 25 °C.

The sample was treated twice with 1 M NH₄NO₃ (1:30 g/g) at 80 °C for 3 h, washed with water and dried over night at ambient conditions to obtain the NH₄-form. The zeolite was heated to 450 °C during 1½ h and kept at this temperature for 4 h before cooling to room temperature and by this procedure the H-form of the zeolite was obtained.

12.2.3.4 Fractionizing the zeolite
The zeolite powder was pressed to tablets at a pressure of 5 tons (Ø = 13 mm). These pellets were crushed and sieved in such a way that a fraction of 180-355 μm particles was obtained. For the IWI sample, the fractionizing took place after the zeolite synthesis before the impregnation. The IE and IS samples were fractionized after the iron had been incorporated.

12.2.4 Large conventional BEA zeolite crystals (Si/Al = 35)
0.370 g of aluminum was dissolved in 55 g of a 35 wt% aqueous tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH) solution. The solution was stirred for 1 h whereby a clear solution was obtained. 100 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was mixed with 55 g of a 35 wt% aqueous TEAOH and the mixture was poured into the dissolved aluminum. The mixture was left at ambient conditions for 20 h to enhance the hydrolysis along with the ethanol and water evaporation resulting in a highly viscous gel. 13.20 g of 40 wt% aqueous hydrofluoric acid was added drop-wise while stirring. The gel was transferred to a Teflon cup and sealed in an autoclave. The crystallization took place under static conditions at 140 °C for 7 days. The autoclave was cooled to room temperature and the zeolite was isolated by filtration and washed with approximately 2 l of distilled water. The zeolite was heated to 550 °C with a ramp of 2 °C/min and kept in air at 550 °C for 12 h to remove the organic template.

The large BEA crystals have only been used briefly for comparison with the small BEA crystals in this study and unless specifically mentioned, the term BEA zeolite is used for the small crystals.
12.2.5 Activity test
The standard experiment for catalytic testing was performed by taking 50 mg of the catalyst and mixing it with 50 mg silica. The catalyst was loaded in a quartz reactor to obtain a fixed bed with a diameter of 3.8 mm between two layers of quartz wool as shown in Figure 12.3.

![Reactor used for NH3-SCR loaded with an iron-containing BEA catalyst (left). Test set-up for catalytic activity in the NH3-SCR reaction (right).](image)

The sample was pre-treated in the reactant flow for 2 h at 200 °C. A gas mixture consisting of 1000 ppm NO, 1100 ppm NH3, 3.5% O2, and 2.3% H2O in N2 with a total flow of 300 ml/min was led over the catalyst under plug-flow conditions. The reactor was cooled to room temperature after the pre-treatment, and a by-pass measurement was performed to know the exact concentration of NO in the gas-flow. Then the reactor was reheated and the catalytic activity was monitored between 200-550 °C with 25 °C intervals. At each investigated temperature several measurements were performed after the system was stabilized. The activity was measured using a Thermo Electron’s Model 10A Chemiluminiscent NO-NOx Gas Analyzer.

12.2.6 Characterization
12.2.6.1 XRD
XRD was used as a standard procedure to investigate the crystallinity of the zeolites. The XRD patterns were recorded using a Bruker powder diffractometer with Cu-Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54051 Å) for 2θ values between 1 and 60° in steps of 0.02°.
12.2.6.2 N$_2$-physisorption measurements
The zeolite materials were investigated in order to determine the surface area and the micropore volume. The N$_2$-adsorption experiments were performed at liquid nitrogen temperature on a Micromeritics ASAP2020 analyzer. The samples were evacuated for 1 h at 200 °C prior to the measurement. The surface areas were determined using the BET method$^{160}$ while the pore volumes were determined using the t-plot method$^{161}$.

12.2.6.3 TPD
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) was performed by monitoring the desorption of ammonia with a computer-interfaced Jasco V-570 UV/VIS/NIR spectrometer using the characteristic ammonia band at 201 nm. The TPD was performed by placing 100 mg of the investigated sample in a quartz tube reactor and saturating it with 100 ml/min 1 % NH$_3$/He for 1 h at ambient temperature. In order to remove the physisorbed ammonia the sample was heated to 100 °C in a flow of 100 ml/min nitrogen. The sample was then cooled to 50 °C and from this temperature the TPD measurements began. The temperature was raised to 650 °C with a ramp of 5 °C/min while measuring. The ammonia concentration was calculated based on the intensity of the ammonia band at 201 nm using a calibration curve. In order to determine the total amount of desorbed ammonia, the area under the TPD curve was calculated.

12.2.6.4 FTIR
Fourier transformed infra-red (FTIR) spectra of selected samples pressed to pellets were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1710, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer at room temperature. The pellets were pressed after mixing 0.5 mg sample with 100 mg dried KBr carefully.

12.2.6.5 EPR
EPR spectra of iron-containing zeolite samples were recorded ex-situ at room temperature using a Bruker EMX-EPR spectrometer. It was recorded at the X-band (Bruker ER 041 XGG Microwave Bridge) with microwave frequencies of around 9.35 GHz. The software WIN-EPR from Bruker was used for data treatment.

12.2.6.6 Iron analysis
To determine the iron content in the samples, inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) in SemiQuant mode was used. The amount of iron was calculated using a calibration curve from a Merck ICP multi element standard solution.
12.2.6.7 SEM
SEM pictures of the BEA samples coated with platinum/palladium were recorded using a Philips XL30 ESEM-FEG apparatus at Haldor Topsøe A/S.

12.3 Results and discussion
12.3.1 Characterization of the catalysts
12.3.1.1 XRD
XRD patterns were recorded for all the samples to examine the crystallinity. In Figure 12.4 a representative XRD pattern of a conventional H-BEA zeolite is shown along with the pattern of a zeolite prepared by IS.

![Figure 12.4 XRD pattern of an H-BEA zeolite and an IS Fe-BEA zeolite.](image)

All the H-BEA zeolite samples investigated exhibit high crystallinity and the position of the diffraction reflections are in accordance with the literature\(^{162, 163, 164}\). The reflections are sharp and broad as often seen in samples where intergrowth of polymorphs takes place, which is the case for BEA, consisting of two different crystal forms\(^{162, 164}\). The same is seen to be the case for the IS sample. This means that the crystallinity is not lost when iron is introduced to the framework during the synthesis and that the overall scattering density distribution is rather unaffected by the substitution of aluminium with iron.
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12.3.1.2 BET areas, pore volumes, and isotherms
The N2-desorption and adsorption measurements revealed BET areas, pore volumes, and pore sizes for a conventional H-BEA zeolite (before and after iron was introduced by IWI) and for an IS Fe-BEA sample. The values are summarized in Table 12.1.

Table 12.1 BET areas, pore volumes and pore size for an H-BEA zeolite and two iron-containing zeolites prepared by respectively IWI and IS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zeolite</th>
<th>BET area [m²/g]</th>
<th>Micropore vol. [cm³/g]</th>
<th>Pore size [Å]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-BEA</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7 wt% Fe/H-BEA IWI</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 wt% Fe-BEA IS</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface area for the conventional H-BEA zeolites without any iron is found to be 562 m²/g. In general all BEA zeolites prepared with IWI have areas between 490-570 m²/g. Values within this range for BEA zeolites are in accordance with values reported in the literature\textsuperscript{165}. When introducing the iron to the zeolite by IE (or IWI) the surface area is typically decreased with about 10 %. This can be explained by the pores being partially blocked by iron particles. For the IS sample the surface area is found to be much lower, namely 340 m²/g.

In Figure 12.5 an adsorption-desorption isotherm is shown for an iron-containing BEA sample prepared with IWI, and a sample prepared by IS.

![Figure 12.5](image)

Figure 12.5 Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherm for iron-containing BEA zeolites prepared by IWI and IS, respectively.
The two zeolites both show a type I isotherm, which is expected, since this is typical for microporous materials such as zeolites.

### 12.3.1.3 Surface acidity and acid density

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of ammonia was performed in order to study the surface acidity of the zeolite. In Figure 12.6 a representative TPD profile is shown, for the IS sample.

![Figure 12.6 NH$_3$-TPD profile for a BEA zeolite prepared by IS.](image)

From Figure 12.6 it can be noted that two peaks are present – one at ~200 °C and one at ~300 °C. These peaks, especially the one at 300 °C, might consist of two or more close laying bands. For the samples where the iron is introduced by impregnation the peaks are shifted to higher temperatures, and are found to be located at 250 °C and 400 °C, respectively. An assignment of the two peaks can be made: the peak at 200-250 °C can be attributed to physisorbed ammonia, while the peak at 300-400 °C originates from the acid sites at the surface$^{166, 167}$. The shift in the position of the peak at higher temperatures can be explained by differences in the acidity of the surface sites for the different samples. The higher temperature the band is seen at, the stonger the acidity is expected to be. The acid densities for the samples prepared by IWI are in the range from 1550-1659 μmol/g while it is around 1250 μmol/g for the IS sample. For the IWI samples no correlation is observed between the iron content and the acid density, and the acid density does not vary much for the samples, indicating that the formation of iron oxide is dominant after calcination. These results are in accordance with
previous experiments with Fe/H-ZSM-5 reported in the literature\textsuperscript{148}. In these experiments iron was introduced to ZSM-5 by impregnation with an iron salt followed by calcination. This was seen mainly to lead to iron oxide species and therefore a rather limited degree of ion-exchange, resulting in low influence of the iron content on the acidity.

12.3.1.4 IR-spectra
IR-spectra were recorded for the samples, and the spectra were found to be rather similar. In Figure 12.7 an example of an IR-spectrum for an IE sample is shown.

![IR spectrum of an IE sample.](image)

The framework structures for zeolites are known to show characteristic bands in IR-spectra. For BEA zeolites these characteristic framework vibrations are found at wave numbers between 1250-450 cm\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{168, 169, 170}. All bands expected to be seen in this area, based on the literature, are found for the investigated zeolites. Hydroxyl stretching bands are observed at 4000-3200 cm\textsuperscript{-1} in form of a broad band with some fine structure. The fine structure in form of several bands is expected in this area, originating from e.g. H-bonded silanols, iron-hydroxide stretching vibrations, and aluminium hydroxyls. Traces of water are observed as well, which is usual in zeolite systems. Based on this interpretation, all bands can be accounted for as being related to the BEA zeolites, except for a few weak shoulders.
12.3.1.5 EPR spectroscopy

X-band EPR spectroscopy was used in order to obtain information about the iron-species in the samples. It should be noted that EPR spectra of Fe$^{3+}$ species ($d^5$ systems) normally are rather complicated. The different EPR bands in such spectra can be attributed to the different iron species being present in the sample, along with contaminants of iron-containing compounds which can complicate the picture even further. EPR spectra of zeolites containing iron(III) are normally characterized by three signals: one signal is located at $g' = 4.3$, a broad signal is seen at $g' = 2.0-2.3$, while the last band is a sharp band located at $g' = 2.0^{171}$. The signal at $g' = 4.3$ is assigned to tetrahedral Fe$^{3+}$ ions. The broad signal at $g' = 2.0-2.3$ can be assigned to iron in an oxide- or a hydroxide phase. The signal at $g' = 2.0$ originates from iron in cation-exchange sites in the zeolite (isolated Fe$^{3+}$ ions), dimers, or iron oxide clusters. Occasionally a fourth signal at low field, $g' = 6$ is observed. This signal can be assigned to Fe$^{3+}$ ions in octahedral coordination$^{171,172}$.

The X-band EPR-spectra for samples prepared by IWI and IS are shown in Figure 12.8.

![Figure 12.8 X-band EPR spectra recorded ex-situ at room-temperature for iron-containing BEA samples prepared by IWI and IS, respectively. The intensities of the IS sample is scaled down by a factor of 13.](image)

It can immediately be noted that the spectra of a sample prepared by IWI and a sample prepared by IS are very different. The sample prepared by IWI is dominated by the signals at low field. Signals at $g' = 6$ and 4.3 are seen along with a broad and very intense signal at $g' = 2.0-2.3$ originating from clustered species with antiferromagnetic interactions between
the iron(III) ions. An interpretation based on these facts is that the iron species present in the IWI sample are distributed as small amounts of octahedral Fe$^{3+}$ ions, isolated tetrahedral Fe$^{3+}$, and iron oxide$^{173}$.

The spectrum of the sample prepared by IS is dominated by the sharp signal at higher field, $g' = 2$, while the signals at lower field exhibit lower intensity. The narrow band at $g' = 2.0$ can be assigned to isolated octahedral Fe$^{3+}$ and mutually interacting iron(III) in clusters and dimers.

12.3.1.6 Iron content
The iron content was determined by ICP-MS. For all the samples prepared by IWI the iron contents found by the analysis were in accordance with the expected concentrations based on the metal concentrations in the solutions the zeolites were impregnated with. The iron contents in the IE-sample was found to be 2.3 wt% while it was found to be 1.2 wt% for the IS-sample.

12.3.1.7 Morphology
SEM pictures of both the small and the large H-BEA crystals were recorded in order to examine the morphology. The pictures are shown in Figure 12.9.

*Figure 12.9* SEM pictures a + b) small H-BEA zeolites c + d) large H-BEA zeolites.
The small H-BEA zeolite crystals show a non-regular morphology, and a size distribution between 1-3 μm. The larger H-BEA crystals show incomplete bipyramidal morphology and particle sizes between 5-15 μm. The difference in morphology might be related to the silica sources being different in the two syntheses. Preliminary SCR activity studies indicate that the large crystals of BEA zeolite exhibit lower catalytic activity after impregnation with iron than the small BEA crystals. This can be explained by diffusion limitations, but further investigations needs to be done including studying the influence of the Si/Al ratio and the effect of introducing mesopores in the zeolites.

12.3.2 Activity tests

12.3.2.1 Comparison of different zeolite catalysts
The catalytic activity of three different iron-containing zeolites, Fe/H-ZSM-5, Fe/H-ZSM-12, and Fe/H-BEA, all with Si/Al = 50, were compared with a traditional catalyst consisting of 3 wt% vanadia on titania. All zeolite catalysts contained approximately 3 wt% iron, which in all cases was added by IWI. The NO conversion is plotted as a function of the temperature as shown in Figure 12.10 for the four catalysts.

![Figure 12.10 NO conversion versus temperature for Fe/H-ZSM-5, Fe/H-ZSM-12 and Fe/H-BEA zeolites compared to a traditional vanadium-titania catalyst.](image-url)
It can be seen that the Fe/H-BEA catalyst exhibits very high catalytic activity in a broad temperature range. At low temperature the activity of Fe/H-BEA is even higher than the vanadium catalyst, and it remains very active in the entire temperature interval studied. The Fe/H-ZSM-12 catalyst is less active than the Fe/H-ZSM-5 catalyst and both of these are less active than the commercially used vanadium catalyst type. The catalytic activities of all three zeolites in their H-forms were negligible compared to the activity of the iron-containing zeolites. Based on this series of experiments, it was decided to investigate the promising iron-containing BEA zeolite system further.

12.3.2.2 Influence of the iron content

The influence of the iron content on the catalytic activity was studied by preparing samples with different iron-content using IWI. The result of this study can be seen in Figure 12.11, where the activity data are shown at 275 °C – the trend is the same at all the investigated temperatures from 250-500 °C.

![Figure 12.11](image)

**Figure 12.11** The influence of iron on the catalytic activity for NH$_3$-SCR at 275 °C was investigated by plotting the NO conversion versus the iron content in BEA samples prepared by IWI.

It was found that the influence of the iron content was rather limited in the range 1-5 wt% Fe. However, a small optimum in activity is seen for catalysts containing between 2.5-3.0 wt% iron.

A comparison of the intensity of the EPR bands with the iron-content and activity can be seen for a series of samples prepared by IWI in Figure 12.12.
From Figure 12.12 it is seen, that the EPR spectra have signals with intensities of comparable dimensions. Even though precaution should be taken when analyzing EPR-spectra quantitatively, it should be noted that a trend seems to appear when comparing the EPR signals at low field (\( g' = 4.3 \) and \( g' = 2.0-2.2 \)). The higher the iron content is for the sample between 3.0 and 5.0 wt\% (and thereby lower activity cf. Figure 12.11) the lower are the intensities of these EPR bands. The sample with 2.7 wt\% Fe show signals with intensities between those of the 3.0 and 3.5 wt\% samples, which is in accordance with the activity trend. For the signal at \( g' = 6.0 \) the bands have very similar intensities.

The fact that the intensities of multiple bands vary systematically with the activity indicates that more than one iron species can be catalytically active in the reaction. Based on this, it is not possible to determine the main active species in the catalytic reduction of NO by NH\(_3\) using EPR spectroscopy at ambient conditions.

### 12.3.2.3 Investigation of different iron incorporation methods

A series of iron-containing BEA catalysts was prepared using different preparation techniques. Three samples were prepared, one using IWI (2.8 wt\% Fe), another using IE (2.3 wt\% Fe) and the last using IS (1.2 wt\% Fe). The activity data are shown in Figure 12.13 for the three catalysts along with a 3 wt\% vanadia/titania reference catalysts.
One thing that can be seen immediately from Figure 12.13 is that all the zeolite catalysts exhibit very high conversions at temperatures higher than ~350 °C. The fact that the catalysts show 100% conversion in a broad interval makes it hard to determine the exact temperature optimum in catalytic activity, but for the iron-containing BEA catalysts it seems to be located around 450 °C while it is at 400 °C for the vanadium-based catalysts. The decrease of the activity for the zeolite catalysts at higher temperatures is much less pronounced than for the vanadium-based catalyst.

The samples prepared by IWI and IE contain approximately the same amount of iron, and are in that respect fully comparable taking the small iron dependence on the activity from Figure 12.11 into consideration. These two samples exhibit rather similar NO conversions; both are considerably higher (almost by a factor of two) than the vanadium catalyst between 200-275 °C. This shows that these two preparation methods lead to equally good catalysts. The IS sample is on the other hand considerably worse with respect to catalytic activity, compared to both the IWI and IE sample and the vanadium catalyst. However, the sample exhibits high-temperature activity and stability – at temperatures above 450 °C it is comparable to the other iron-containing BEA zeolites. The iron content is higher for the two other iron-containing BEA catalysts than for the IS sample. Thus the iron content in the IS sample is not optimal.
Figure 12.11. However, the dependence of the iron content is rather small, and this difference is not sufficient to explain the observed difference in activity between the IS catalyst and the other zeolite catalysts. One possible explanation can be that different and less active iron species are formed by IS compared to e.g. by IWI. The hypothesis that different iron species are present is supported by the EPR-spectra of the IWI and the IE samples (Figure 12.8). Another explanation can be found in the lower surface area, pore volume, and acidity of the IS sample compared to the other samples. The low catalytic activity for the IS sample might leave room for optimization of this catalyst by improvement of the preparation method.

12.4 Conclusions and future work
When comparing different iron-containing zeolites, ZSM-5, ZSM-12, and BEA with a vanadium catalyst traditionally used for the NH$_3$-SCR reaction, the BEA catalyst was found to exhibit superior catalytic activity to the other catalysts. Based on this observation the BEA system was studied in more detail. The influence of the iron content was investigated for samples prepared with incipient wetness impregnation. It was found that the metal concentration dependence on the activity was relatively low, but a small activity maximum around 2.5-3.0 wt% iron was seen. Iron-containing catalysts were synthesized in different ways in order to determine the influence of the preparation method. It was found that incipient wetness impregnation and ion exchange were equally good and significantly better than isomorphous substitution. In general the iron-containing BEA catalysts examined in this study were found to exhibit high activity in a broad temperature interval compared to the vanadium reference catalyst.

The over-all conclusion is that Fe-zeolite catalysts might be very interesting commercially as catalysts in automotive applications for NO$_x$ removal in the future. It seems that it is possible to achieve high catalyst performance with these materials and at the same time avoid the presence of poisonous vanadium. However, experiments studying the long term stability of the iron-containing zeolites should be carried out in the future, and be taken into account in the further development and optimization of the catalyst system. Another interesting project for the future could be to study the catalytic activity of mesoporous Fe/H-BEA zeolites after desilication of the large H-BEA zeolite crystals. This is expected to improve the over-all catalytic activity based on experience from the Fe/H-ZSM-5 and Fe/H-ZSM-12 system, where the mesoporous zeolites exhibit higher activity than the conventional zeolites.
13 Concluding remarks

Due to the very broad topic “Design of heterogeneous catalysts” it was necessary to make choices regarding both the reactions that should be studied and the catalyst types that should be investigated during the three years the project has lasted.

During my PhD study I have mainly looked into three reactions: the methanation reaction, the Fischer-Tropsch reaction, and the ammonia-based selective catalytic reduction of NO. Thus, in all cases it is gas-phase reactions over solid state catalysts that have been investigated. I have studied a selection of different catalyst types: metals catalysts, promoted metal catalysts, and alloy catalysts - all on traditional oxide supports. Furthermore, I have investigated metal containing zeolites. The broad topic have given me the advantage of being able to gain knowledge within many different areas such as various industrial reactions, catalysis in general, synthesis of materials, and characterization techniques.

All three projects have resulted in new, interesting, and useful results within the field, as it has been summed up in the conclusions sections given at the end of each separate part. It is my hope that my contribution can be a part of a larger whole, gaining better knowledge within the very complex area of catalysis. Not only have the project resulted in scientific results which were suitable for publication– the work has also challenged my curiosity: each result led to the desire of knowing and understand more. In all three projects there are still areas to investigate and ideas that can be pursued – the highest motivation for research.

‘Beautiful are the things we see
More beautiful is what we understand
But by far the most beautiful is what we do not comprehend’

Niels Steensen (1638-1686)
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